Equipment and Vehicle Purchase Report, 2008 by unknown
 
 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames, Iowa 50010       515-239-1111 












TO:  Glen Dickinson, Director 
  Legislative Services Agency 
 
FROM: Nancy J. Richardson, Director 
 
RE:  Iowa Code section 307.47 Equipment and Vehicle Report 
 
 
Attached is the Equipment and Vehicle Purchase Report for Fiscal Year 2008 as 
required by Iowa Code section 307.47.  The report is sorted by our accounting object 
codes.  The object codes help you sort the equipment into general categories.  The 
following list will help you understand the codes: 
 
 Object  Description 
 
701 Self Propelled Vehicles 
702 Road Equipment & Trailers 
703 Large Office Furniture & Files 
704 Shop Tools & Small Equipment 
705 Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment 
706 Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment 
707 Computers & Related Equipment 
 









 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2008 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   REQNUM  EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   ------  ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 701 - SELF PROPELLED VEHICLES             BOB BROWN CHEVROLET 
   144923  08|A01B: CHEVY IMPALA LS  MID-SIZE 4-DOOR FFV                   13         $15,414.86        $200,393.18 
   144940  08|A02C: CHEVY HHR LS STATION WAGON, COMPACT                    19         $14,150.07        $268,851.33 
   144954  08|A05F-1: CHEVY SILVERADO EXT HD PICKUP STD COLOR               1         $21,772.17         $21,772.17 
   144956  08|A05F-2: CHEVY SLIVERADO LT HD PICKUP - ORANGE                 1         $21,552.17         $21,552.17 
   144960  08|A03C: CHEVY COLORADO LT EXT CAB PICKUP-ORANGE                44         $14,439.64        $635,344.16 
                                           BOBCAT COMPANY 
   143592  08|A36B: BOBCAT T-190 COMPACT TRACK LOADER                       3         $35,129.00        $105,387.00 
                                           CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT 
   142438  08|A36: STEEL TRACK ATTACHMENT FOR SKID LOADER                   1          $2,194.77          $2,194.77 
           08|A36: STEEL TRACK ATTACHMENT FOR SKID LOADER                   1          $2,183.90          $2,183.90 
                                           CHARLES GABUS FORD 
   144959  08|A03A: FORD F150 XL STD CAB PICKUP - ORANGE                   36         $14,267.00        $513,612.00 
   144983  08|A05: FORD F350 XLT STD HD PICKUP - ORANGE                     9         $19,764.00        $177,876.00 
   144985  08|A05A: FORD F350 XLT STD HD CAB/CHASS W/FLATBED                1         $19,468.00         $19,468.00 
   144988  08|A05F-3: FORD F350 XLT EXT CAB PICKUP W/8FT-ORNG               1         $22,692.00         $22,692.00 
   144990  08|A05J: FORD F250 STD CAB/CHASS W/FLATBED & HOIST               1         $27,959.00         $27,959.00 
   145001  08|A06A: FORD F350 CREW CAB/CHASS W/FLATBED                      1         $24,236.00         $24,236.00 
   145664  08|A05F-4: FORD F350 EXT CAB PICKUP W/6FT -ORNG                  1         $28,469.00         $28,469.00 
   147722  09|A04S: FORD E350 FOR LASERLUX RETROREFLECTOMETER               1         $21,996.00         $21,996.00 
   148874  09|A05B: FORD F350 XL PICKUP, HEAVY DUTY 4X4                     1         $20,117.00         $20,117.00 
                                           COUNTRY CYCLE 
   143448  KAWASKI MULE 3010 4X4 4WD UTILITY VEHICLE                        1          $7,991.00          $7,991.00 
                                           ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
   147066  AIR BAG ON-OFF SWITCH AND ADD. COMPONENT COST                   14            $168.00          $2,352.00 
           INSTALLATION COST FOR AIR BAG ON-OFF SWITCH                     14             $69.50            $973.00 
                                           GAMMA SCIENTIFIC/ART 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2008 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   REQNUM  EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   ------  ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 701 - SELF PROPELLED VEHICLES             KARL CHEVROLET INC 
   144949  08|A05Z: CHEVY LARGE EXT PICKUP HIGHWAY HELPER                   1         $29,221.50         $29,221.50 
   144966  08|A03D-1: CHEVY EXT CAB PICKUP W/6FT - ORANGE                   6         $19,589.52        $117,537.12 
   144970  08|A03D-2: CHEVY EXT CAB PICKUP W/8FT - ORANGE                   1         $20,387.50         $20,387.50 
   144981  08|A03G: CHEVY EXT CAB PICKUP 4X4 - ORANGE                       1         $21,730.00         $21,730.00 
   144999  08|A06: CHEVY LARGE CREW CAB HD PICKUP                           1         $23,010.50         $23,010.50 
   145004  08|A06C: CHEVY CREW CAB/CHASSIS 4X4 W/DRW                        1         $26,962.50         $26,962.50 
                                           LUJACK SCHLIERBROCK CHEVROLET CO 
   144935  08|A01C: HONDA CIVIC SEDAN, COMPACT 4-DOOR HYBRID                1         $21,812.00         $21,812.00 
                                           NMC MATERIAL HANDLING 
   144530  08|A47: FORKLIFT, ELECTRIC 3-WHEEL 2000 LB.                      1         $23,325.00         $23,325.00 
                                           O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 
   143567  08|A18: INTERNATIONAL 7300 4X4 TRUCK                             1         $76,217.00         $76,217.00 
   146388  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK     PILOT                 2         $87,893.00        $175,786.00 
   146391  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           2         $87,893.00        $175,786.00 
   146392  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           2         $87,893.00        $175,786.00 
   146393  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $87,893.00         $87,893.00 
   146401  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $87,893.00         $87,893.00 
   146403  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           4         $87,893.00        $351,572.00 
   146407  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $87,893.00         $87,893.00 
   146408  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $87,893.00         $87,893.00 
   146409  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK, EXT CAB                  1         $89,886.00         $89,886.00 
   146411  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $87,893.00         $87,893.00 
   146412  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           2         $88,719.00        $177,438.00 
   146413  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $87,893.00         $87,893.00 
   146414  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $87,893.00         $87,893.00 
   146417  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           2         $87,893.00        $175,786.00 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2008 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   REQNUM  EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   ------  ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 701 - SELF PROPELLED VEHICLES             O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 
   146419  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $88,584.00         $88,584.00 
   146420  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $87,893.00         $87,893.00 
   146421  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           2         $87,893.00        $175,786.00 
   146422  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $87,893.00         $87,893.00 
   146423  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK, EXT CAB                  1         $89,886.00         $89,886.00 
   146424  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK, EXT CAB                  1         $89,886.00         $89,886.00 
   146425  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK, EXT CAB                  1         $89,886.00         $89,886.00 
   146426  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK, CREW CAB                 1         $94,702.00         $94,702.00 
   146428  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           3         $87,893.00        $263,679.00 
   146429  08|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           3         $87,893.00        $263,679.00 
   146431  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK   PILOT               2         $99,941.00        $199,882.00 
   146432  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                       1         $99,941.00         $99,941.00 
   146434  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                       1         $99,941.00         $99,941.00 
   146435  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                       2         $99,941.00        $199,882.00 
   146436  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                       1         $99,941.00         $99,941.00 
   146437  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                       2         $99,941.00        $199,882.00 
   146438  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                       1         $99,941.00         $99,941.00 
   146445  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                       1         $99,941.00         $99,941.00 
   146449  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                       1         $99,941.00         $99,941.00 
   146450  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                       1         $99,941.00         $99,941.00 
   146460  08|A12A: HD TANDEM AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                       1         $99,334.00         $99,334.00 
   146595  08|A13A: INTERNATIONAL SEMI-TRACTOR, TANDEM AXLE                 1         $88,070.00         $88,070.00 
   147065  08|A25A: AERIAL BOOM TRUCK CHASSIS                               1         $72,800.00         $72,800.00 
   147072  08|A08: INTERNATIONAL LD LOW PROFILE TRUCK CHASSIS               1         $58,457.00         $58,457.00 
   147079  08|A08:LD SIGNING TRUCK                                          2         $58,083.93        $116,167.86 
           08|A08UPFIT: CRANE INSTALLATION & HYDRAULIC SYSTEM               2          $4,575.71          $9,151.42 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2008 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   REQNUM  EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   ------  ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 701 - SELF PROPELLED VEHICLES             O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 
   147080  09|A08UPFIT: CRANE INSTALLATION & HYDRAULIC SYSTEM               2          $4,575.71          $9,151.42 
   147128  08|A08: INTERNATIONAL CAB OVER CHASSIS                           1         $40,895.00         $40,895.00 
           08|A08HYDS: HYDRAULIC SYSTEM                                     1         $14,571.00         $14,571.00 
   147319  08|A07B: MOVE TRANSMISSION ECU INTO TRUCK CAB                   39            $114.00          $4,446.00 
   147414  09|A07B: INSTALL WING AND SCRAPER ON A32017                      1          $2,860.00          $2,860.00 
   147416  09|A07B: INSTALL WING AND SCRAPER ON A32022                      1          $3,986.00          $3,986.00 
   149082  08|A07: HEATED WINDSHIELD BETTERMENT                             7            $834.00          $5,838.00 
           08|A12: HEATED WINDSHIELD BETTERMENT                             4            $834.00          $3,336.00 
                                           PAT CLEMONS CHRY-PLYM 
   144939  08|A04G: DODGE GRAND CARAVAN 7-P MINI-VAN - FFV                  6         $20,863.00        $125,178.00 
                                           RUETER'S RED POWER, DENNIS MASSIER 
   145896  08|A38: HD TOOL CARRIER LOADER W/OPTIONS NO. 1 & 2               2         $89,507.00        $179,014.00 
                                           STIVERS FORD 
   144379  08|A01A: FORD CROWN VIC, ENFORCEMENT SEDANS                     14         $20,997.00        $293,958.00 
   144929  08|A01C: FORD FOCUS SE SEDAN, COMPACT 4-DOOR                    19         $12,703.00        $241,357.00 
                                           THERMO KING CHRISTENSEN 
   142500  08|A16: AIR CONDITIONING RED OAK FOR A#27534                     1          $4,168.50          $4,168.50 
           08|A16: AIR CONDITIONING MT.AYR FOR A#27983                      1          $4,950.00          $4,950.00 
           08|A16: AIR CONDITIONING ADAIR FOR A#28378                       1          $4,950.00          $4,950.00 
           08|A16: AIR CONDITIONING AVOCA A#25899                           1          $4,168.50          $4,168.50 
                                           WILSON CADILLAC TOYOTA SCION 
   145663  08|A01B: TOYOTA PRIUS SEDAN 4-DOOR HYBRID                        1         $22,219.00         $22,219.00 
                                           WINDRIDGE IMPLEMENTS LLC 
   146694  08|A37A:MD TOOL CARRIER LOADER W/OPTION NO. 2                    1         $78,765.97         $78,765.97 
   146695  08|A37A:MD TOOL CARRIER LOADER W/OPTION NO. 1 & 3                2         $78,765.97        $157,531.94 
   146696  08|A37A:MD TOOL CARRIER LOADER W/OPTIONS 1, 3, & 4               3         $78,765.97        $236,297.91 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 701 - SELF PROPELLED VEHICLES 





 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2008 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   REQNUM  EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   ------  ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            ADDCO LLC 
   146057  08|B498: CHANGEABLE MESSAGE SIGN PICKUP MOUNTED                  1          $7,250.00          $7,250.00 
                                           ADF SYSTEMS, LTD. 
   144528  07|B683: ADF, HIGH PRESSURE WASHER TRAILER MOUNTED               1         $19,630.00         $19,630.00 
                                           AMES REPAIR SHOP 
   147316  06|B100: PLATFORM, CONE                                          1          $3,000.00          $3,000.00 
           07|B100: PLATFORM, CONE                                          1          $3,000.00          $3,000.00 
   147973  05|B207: FILLER, EDGE RUT-COMPLETE-RIGHT CHUTE                   3          $4,255.62         $12,766.86 
           05|B207: FILLER, EDGE RUT-COMPLETE-CENTER CHUTE                  1          $4,210.55          $4,210.55 
           05| REPAIR PARTS - CENTER CHUTE                                  2          $1,187.48          $2,374.96 
           07| REPAIR PARTS - RIGHT CHUTE                                   1          $1,232.55          $1,232.55 
   148417  REPLACEMENT SLED ASSEMBLIES FOR B24707 & B24708                  2          $2,343.18          $4,686.36 
                                           ASPEN EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
   147044  08|B076: BRUSH BANDIT, TRAILERIZED BRUSH CHIPPER                 2         $26,762.00         $53,524.00 
                                           BOBCAT COMPANY 
   143592  08|B309: BOBCAT 18" HIGHFLOW COLD PLANER MILLING                 3         $10,180.00         $30,540.00 
           08|B052: BOBCAT HB980 HYDRAULIC PAVEMENT BREAKER                 3          $6,237.00         $18,711.00 
           08|B640: FELLING FT-160DE TRANSPORT TRAILER                      2          $9,000.00         $18,000.00 
   145392  08|B640: FELLING TRANSPORT TRAILER                               1          $9,000.00          $9,000.00 
                                           CHARLES GABUS FORD 
   144985  08|B051-8: OMAHA FLATBED BODY INSTALLED                          1          $2,282.00          $2,282.00 
   144990  08|B051-8: OMAHA FLATBED BODY INSTALLED                          1          $2,282.00          $2,282.00 
   145001  08|B051-8: OMAHA FLATBED BODY INSTALLED                          1          $2,282.00          $2,282.00 
                                           COUNTRY CYCLE 
   143448  OPTION NO.2 - ATV TRAILER H & H 5X10                             1          $1,100.00          $1,100.00 
   143744  07|B272: HARROW, TINE SECTION                                    1            $775.00            $775.00 
   143760  07|B480: SEEDER, LAWN                                            1            $665.00            $665.00 
                                           CRANES & EQUIPMENT CORP 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2008 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   REQNUM  EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   ------  ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            CRANES & EQUIPMENT CORP 
   146298  08|B056: CRANE, ARTICULATED TRUCK MOUNTED                        4         $21,000.00         $42,000.00 
                                           DURACO INDUSTRIES, INC. 
   143557  06|B307: DURACO ASPHALT PATCHER TRAILERIZED                      2         $45,890.00         $91,780.00 
           08|B307: DURACO ASPHALT PATCHER TRAILERIZED                      1         $45,890.00         $45,890.00 
                                           ELLIOTT EQUIPMENT CO. 
   142689  07|B525: FAIR: SNOW BLOWER, 3-PT MOUNTED                         2         $13,407.50         $26,815.00 
                                           ELLSBERRY CO INC DIV BED-SHED MFG 
   147092  08|B622: TOPPER, ALUMINUM PICKUP     BED SHED 1200               1            $590.00            $590.00 
           08|B622: TOPPER, ALUMINUM PICKUP     BED SHED 1200               1            $590.00            $590.00 
           08|B622: TOPPER, ALUMINUM W/SIDE WINDOWS THAT OPEN               1            $675.00            $675.00 
   148414  08|B622: UNICOVER TOPPER, ALUMINUM PICKUP                        1            $610.00            $610.00 
                                           HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
   148435  08|B641: TRAILER, UTILITY TILT BED 8'X10'                        2          $3,015.00          $6,030.00 
   148722  07|B640: H & H SS, TRAILER, SINGLE AXLE, FLATBED                 1          $1,057.00          $1,057.00 
   149086  09|B641: KEFFER TRAILER, UTILITY TILT BED 8'X10'                 1          $3,015.00          $3,015.00 
                                           HENDERSON TRUCK EQUIPMENT 
   142993  08|B569: WEDGE SHAPED TANK SYSTEM, ANTI-ICE                     36          $2,610.00         $93,960.00 
                                           HIWAY TRUCK EQUIPMENT, INC. 
   146030  08|B042: BODY, UTILITY ITEM-3-D                                  1          $5,812.00          $5,812.00 
           08|B042: BODY, UTILITY ITEM-4                                    1          $4,358.00          $4,358.00 
                                           HOUGE UPHOLSTERY 
   147092  08|B622: FIBERGLASS PICKUPBED LID RANGER SPORT LID               2            $589.00          $1,178.00 
   149198  09|: ACCESS, PICKUP BOX ROLL-UP COVER                            1            $419.00            $419.00 
                                           LINEX TRUCK WORLD 
   147201  08|B622: TOPPER, PICKUP                                          1          $1,756.00          $1,756.00 
           08|B622: TOPPER, PICKUP                                          1          $1,752.00          $1,752.00 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2008 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   REQNUM  EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   ------  ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            LOWE MANUFACTURING 
   143104  07|B004: AUGER HEAD ATTACHMENT                                   2          $1,627.33          $3,254.66 
                                           LOWE'S COMPANIES INC 
   143806  08|B640: ENCLOSED VAN TRAILER, CARRY/ON 5X8 L-C-G                1          $2,098.00          $2,098.00 
                                           MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES 
   142686  08|B495: SIGNAL, ARROW PSE AS47LH                                2            $397.60            $795.20 
                                           MOBILE DRILLING CO INC 
   143567  08|B191: MOBILE DRILL B-31 EARTH DRILL RIG                       1         $81,845.00         $81,845.00 
           08|B680: BRDEN PD18B HYDRAULIC BUMPER WINCH                      1          $9,825.00          $9,825.00 
                                           MONROE TRUCK EQUIP 
   144522  07|B205: FILLER, EDGE CONVEYOR, TG                               3          $3,854.00         $11,562.00 
                                           O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 
   146388  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             2          $8,800.00         $17,600.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, LEFT DISCHARGE                                2          $3,398.00          $6,796.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             2          $2,447.00          $4,894.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      2         $10,370.00         $20,740.00 
   146391  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             2          $8,800.00         $17,600.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                2          $4,728.00          $9,456.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             2          $2,447.00          $4,894.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      2         $10,370.00         $20,740.00 
   146392  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             2          $8,800.00         $17,600.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                2          $4,728.00          $9,456.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             2          $2,447.00          $4,894.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      2         $10,370.00         $20,740.00 
   146393  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - LEFT                                  1          $8,787.00          $8,787.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2008 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   REQNUM  EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   ------  ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 
   146401  08|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - DUAL                                  1          $9,719.00          $9,719.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
   146403  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             4          $8,800.00         $35,200.00 
           08|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - DUAL                                  4          $9,719.00         $38,876.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      4         $10,370.00         $41,480.00 
   146407  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - DUAL                                  1          $9,719.00          $9,719.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
   146408  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B588: WINTER TAILGATE - ZERO-VELOCITY                         1         $14,565.00         $14,565.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
   146409  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                1          $4,728.00          $4,728.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
   146411  08|B038: RDS BODY                                                1         $22,075.00         $22,075.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 150 GALLON FOR RDS BODY                  1          $2,006.00          $2,006.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
           08|B636: AUTOMATIC TIRE CHAINS                                   1          $1,930.00          $1,930.00 
   146412  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             2          $8,800.00         $17,600.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                2          $4,728.00          $9,456.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             2          $2,447.00          $4,894.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      2         $10,370.00         $20,740.00 
           08|B519: MEDIUM DUTY FRONT WING - RIGHT                          2          $7,475.00         $14,950.00 
   146413  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, LEFT DISCHARGE                                1          $3,398.00          $3,398.00 
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   146413  08|B520: LIGHT DUTY WING - RIGHT                                 1          $3,687.00          $3,687.00 
   146414  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                1          $4,728.00          $4,728.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B520: LIGHT DUTY WING - RIGHT                                 1          $3,687.00          $3,687.00 
   146417  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             2          $8,800.00         $17,600.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                2          $4,728.00          $9,456.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             2          $2,447.00          $4,894.00 
           08|B520: LIGHT DUTY WING - RIGHT                                 2          $3,687.00          $7,374.00 
   146418  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             2          $8,800.00         $17,600.00 
           08|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - DUAL                                  2          $9,719.00         $19,438.00 
           08|B520: LIGHT DUTY WING - RIGHT                                 2          $3,687.00          $7,374.00 
   146419  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - DUAL                                  1          $9,719.00          $9,719.00 
           08|B520: LIGHT DUTY WING - RIGHT                                 1          $3,687.00          $3,687.00 
   146420  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - DUAL                                  1          $9,719.00          $9,719.00 
           08|B520: LIGHT DUTY WING - LEFT                                  1          $3,687.00          $3,687.00 
   146421  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             2          $8,800.00         $17,600.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                2          $4,728.00          $9,456.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             2          $2,447.00          $4,894.00 
           08|B520: LIGHT DUTY WING - LEFT                                  2          $3,687.00          $7,374.00 
   146422  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - DUAL                                  1          $9,719.00          $9,719.00 
           08|B520: LIGHT DUTY WING - LEFT                                  1          $3,687.00          $3,687.00 
   146423  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
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   146423  08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B520: LIGHT DUTY WING - RIGHT                                 1          $3,687.00          $3,687.00 
   146424  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B591: SPREADER, ZERO-VELOCITY - RIGHT                         1          $9,850.00          $9,850.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B518: MEDIUM DUTY REAR-REAR WING - LEFT                       1          $8,075.00          $8,075.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
           08|B621: AUTOMATIC TARP SINGLE AXLE                              1          $1,968.00          $1,968.00 
   146425  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                1          $4,728.00          $4,728.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B520: LIGHT DUTY WING - RIGHT FUNNEL                          1          $3,687.00          $3,687.00 
   146426  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $8,800.00          $8,800.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                1          $4,728.00          $4,728.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B519: MEDIUM DUTY FRONT WING - RIGHT                          1          $7,475.00          $7,475.00 
   146428  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             3          $8,800.00         $26,400.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                3          $4,728.00         $14,184.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             3          $2,447.00          $7,341.00 
   146429  08|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             3          $8,800.00         $26,400.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                3          $4,728.00         $14,184.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             3          $2,447.00          $7,341.00 
   146431  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             2         $11,910.00         $23,820.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                2          $4,728.00          $9,456.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             2          $2,447.00          $4,894.00 
           08|B010: ICE BLADE 9FT NON-CONVENTIONAL                          2         $11,838.00         $23,676.00 
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   146431  08|B621: AUTOMATIC TARP TANDEM AXLE                              2          $2,186.00          $4,372.00 
   146432  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             1         $11,910.00         $11,910.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, LEFT DISCHARGE                                1          $3,398.00          $3,398.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B010: ICE BLADE 9FT NON-CONVENTIONAL                          1         $11,838.00         $11,838.00 
           08|B521: HEAVY DUTY BENCHING WING                                1         $11,836.00         $11,836.00 
           08|B636: AUTOMATIC TIRE CHAINS                                   1          $1,930.00          $1,930.00 
   146434  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             1         $11,910.00         $11,910.00 
           08|B588: WINTER TAILGATE - ZERO-VELOCITY                         1         $15,217.00         $15,217.00 
           08|B010: ICE BLADE 9FT NON-CONVENTIONAL                          1         $11,838.00         $11,838.00 
           08|B521: HEAVY DUTY BENCHING WING                                1         $11,836.00         $11,836.00 
   146435  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             2         $11,910.00         $23,820.00 
           08|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - DUAL                                  2         $10,266.00         $20,532.00 
           08|B010: ICE BLADE 9FT NON-CONVENTIONAL                          2         $11,838.00         $23,676.00 
           08|B521: HEAVY DUTY BENCHING WING                                2         $11,836.00         $23,672.00 
           08|B621: AUTOMATIC TARP TANDEM AXLE                              2          $2,186.00          $4,372.00 
   146436  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             1         $11,910.00         $11,910.00 
           08|B588: WINTER TAILGATE - ZERO-VELOCITY                         1         $15,217.00         $15,217.00 
           08|B010: ICE BLADE 9FT NON-CONVENTIONAL                          1         $11,838.00         $11,838.00 
           08|B521: HEAVY DUTY BENCHING WING                                1         $11,836.00         $11,836.00 
           08|B621: AUTOMATIC TARP TANDEM AXLE                              1          $2,186.00          $2,186.00 
   146437  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             2         $11,910.00         $23,820.00 
           08|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - DUAL                                  2         $10,266.00         $20,532.00 
           08|B010: ICE BLADE 9FT NON-CONVENTIONAL                          2         $11,838.00         $23,676.00 
           08|B522: HEAVY DUTY FRONT WING - RIGHT                           2          $7,919.00         $15,838.00 
   146438  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             1         $11,910.00         $11,910.00 
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   146438  08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
           08|B522: HEAVY DUTY FRONT WING - RIGHT                           1          $7,919.00          $7,919.00 
   146445  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             1         $11,910.00         $11,910.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, CENTER DISCHARGE                              1          $4,114.00          $4,114.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
           08|B519: MEDIUM DUTY FRONT WING - LEFT                           1          $7,355.00          $7,355.00 
   146449  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             1         $11,910.00         $11,910.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                1          $4,728.00          $4,728.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
           08|B519: MEDIUM DUTY FRONT WING - LEFT                           1          $7,355.00          $7,355.00 
   146450  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             1         $11,910.00         $11,910.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                1          $4,728.00          $4,728.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
           08|B519: MEDIUM DUTY FRONT WING - LEFT                           1          $7,355.00          $7,355.00 
           08|B636: AUTOMATIC TIRE CHAINS                                   1          $1,930.00          $1,930.00 
   146460  08|B041: 8-YARD BODY                                             1         $11,910.00         $11,910.00 
           08|B590: SPREADER, DUAL DISCHARGE                                1          $4,728.00          $4,728.00 
           08|B568: PREWET SYSTEM, 140 TAILGATE                             1          $2,447.00          $2,447.00 
           08|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
           08|B518: MEDIUM DUTY REAR WING - RIGHT                           1          $6,579.00          $6,579.00 
           08|B621: AUTOMATIC TARP TANDEM AXLE                              1          $2,186.00          $2,186.00 
   147065  08|B055: 70 FOOT WORKING HEIGHT AERIAL BOOM                      1        $130,028.00        $130,028.00 
           08|B004: AUGER ATTACHMENT                                        1         $26,806.00         $26,806.00 
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   147079  08|B051-14:FLATBED BODY AND RELATED APPARATUS                    2          $4,313.69          $8,627.38 
           08|B212: HYDRAULIC GENERATOR INSTALLED                           1          $3,095.33          $3,095.33 
   147080  09|B051-14:FLATBED BODY AND RELATED APPARATUS                    2          $4,313.69          $8,627.38 
           09|B212: HYDRAULIC GENERATOR INSTALLED                           2          $3,095.33          $6,190.66 
   147128  08|B051-10: MONROE 10 FLAT BED                                   1         $20,370.00         $20,370.00 
           08|B071: MB, CENTERLINE BROOM, REAR MOUNTED                      1          $9,930.00          $9,930.00 
   147414  09|B540: UBP SCRAPER - CONTRACT OPTION 15                        1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
           09|B518: MEDIUM DUTY REAR-REAR WING - OPTION 20                  1          $8,075.00          $8,075.00 
   147416  09|B540: UBP SCRAPER - CONTRACT OPTION 15                        1         $10,370.00         $10,370.00 
           09|B518: MEDIUM DUTY REAR-REAR WING - OPTION 20                  1          $8,075.00          $8,075.00 
   148877  09|B071: CENTERLINE BROOM ATTACHMENT                             1          $8,947.00          $8,947.00 
                                           REXCO EQUIPMENT INC 
   141688  07|B092: COMPRESSOR, 185 CFM, TRAILER MOUNTED                    1         $17,065.00         $17,065.00 
                                           RTL EQUIPMENT INC 
   148392  08|B640: TRAILER, LOWERING DECK, SINGLE AXLE                     1          $7,484.51          $7,484.51 
           08|B640: TRAILER, LOWERING DECK, TANDEM AXLE                     2          $8,526.95          $8,526.95 
           08|B640: TRAILER, LOWERING DECK, TANDEM AXLE                     2          $8,526.95          $8,526.95 
                                           RUETER'S RED POWER, DENNIS MASSIER 
   144826  08|B054: CRANE, JIB BOOM                                         1          $1,395.00          $1,395.00 
   145896  OPTION NO. 1: ACE 2.5 YARD SAE HEAPED BUCKET                     2          $5,612.59         $11,225.18 
           OPTION NO. 2: ACE PALLET FORK ATTACHMENT                         2          $3,885.40          $7,770.80 
                                           SAFETY TRAILERS INC 
   142732  SAFETY TRAILER CRASH ATTENUATOR, TRAILER MOUNTED                13         $13,900.00        $152,900.00 
           SAFETY TRAILER CRASH ATTENUATOR, TRAILER MOUNTED                13         $13,900.00         $27,800.00 
   142964  ARROW BOARD MOUNTING BRACKETS, ATTENUATOR TRAILERS              13          $1,560.00         $20,280.00 
   144737  08|B073: TRAILER, CRASH ATTENUATOR                               2         $15,460.00         $30,920.00 
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 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            SAFETY TRAILERS INC 
   149321  09|B073: TRAILER, ATTENUATOR                                    21         $15,060.00        $316,260.00 
                                           SCHMIDT ENGINEERING & EQUIP. CO. 
   142807  08|B508:PLOW, SNOW HYD REVERSE                                   1         $10,424.00         $10,424.00 
                                           SIGNALISATION VER MAC, INC. 
   143790  B494, VER-MAC ARROW BOARD LED 4'X 8' & CONTROLLER                4          $1,450.00          $5,800.00 
           B494,   VER-MAC SOLAR KIT                                        4          $1,875.00          $7,500.00 
                                           SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 
   147904  08|B570: SPRAYER, WEED SKID MOUNT FOR ATV                        1          $1,006.00          $1,006.00 
                                           STAR EQUIPMENT LTD 
   141689  07|B206:CIMLINE/MAXTRIX 1500 CRACK FILLER 125-GAL                1         $23,895.00         $23,895.00 
   147812  09|B055: CONTROLS BETTERMENT FOR B#39290                         1          $6,250.00          $6,250.00 
                                           STEPP MANUFACTURING CO INC 
   147045  07|B280: STEPP BITUMEN 250-GAL TRAILERIZED KETTLE                1         $16,767.00         $16,767.00 
                                           TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC 
   141716  07|B494: LED SIGNAL, ARROW BOARD & CONTROLLER                   23          $1,615.00          $3,230.00 
           07|B494: LED SIGNAL, ARROW BOARD & CONTROLLER                   23          $1,615.00          $1,615.00 
           07|B494: LED SIGNAL, ARROW BOARD & CONTROLLER                   23          $1,615.00          $1,615.00 
           07|B494: LED SIGNAL, ARROW BOARD & CONTROLLER                   23          $1,615.00          $4,845.00 
           OPTIONAL WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEM                                23            $428.00          $2,996.00 
           SOLAR KIT BETTERMENT FOR LINE #1                                 5          $1,822.00          $3,644.00 
   141728  07|B494: LED SIGNAL, ARROW BOARD & CONTROLLER                   23          $1,615.00          $1,615.00 
           07|B494: LED SIGNAL, ARROW BOARD & CONTROLLER                   23          $1,615.00          $9,690.00 
           07|B494: LED SIGNAL, ARROW BOARD & CONTROLLER                   23          $1,615.00          $3,230.00 
           OPTIONAL WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEM                                23            $428.00          $3,852.00 
           SOLAR KIT BETTERMENT FOR LINE #1                                 5          $1,822.00          $3,644.00 
   143392  07|B494: LED SIGNAL, ARROW BOARD & CONTROLLER                   23          $1,615.00          $6,460.00 
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 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC 
   143466  07|B494: LED SIGNAL, ARROW BOARD & CONTROLLER                   23          $1,615.00          $3,230.00 
           OPTIONAL WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEM                                23            $428.00            $856.00 
   143731  07|B494: LED SIGNAL, ARROW BOARD & CONTROLLER                   23          $1,615.00          $1,615.00 
           OPTIONAL WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEM                                23            $428.00            $428.00 
           SOLAR KIT BETTERMENT FOR LINE #1                                 5          $1,822.00          $1,822.00 
   144349  06|B492: TRAFCON TRAILER, SIGNAL ARROW - SOLAR                   3          $4,320.00          $4,320.00 
           06|B492: TRAFCON TRAILER, SIGNAL ARROW - SOLAR                   3          $4,320.00          $8,640.00 
           07|B496: TRAFCON TRAILER, SIGNAL ARROW - DIESEL                  3          $5,660.00          $5,660.00 
           07|B496: TRAFCON TRAILER, SIGNAL ARROW - DIESEL                  3          $5,660.00         $11,320.00 
                                           TRAFFIX DEVICES INC 
   141060  07|B073: SCORPION TRAILER MOUNTED ATTENUATOR                     2         $17,350.00         $17,350.00 
   142729  07|B073: SCORPION TRAILER MOUNTED ATTENUATOR                     2         $17,350.00         $17,350.00 
   143054  VERTICAL HYD ARROW BOARD LIFT KIT                                1          $3,940.00          $3,940.00 
                                           TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 
   146820  08|B506: SNOW PLOW, LD 8FT ULTRAMOUNT PRO LUTP80                 1          $3,936.00          $3,936.00 
   147009  08|B293: LOADER, TAILGATE PICKUP                                 7          $1,151.36          $8,059.52 
           08|B293: LOADER, TAILGATE PICKUP                                 1          $1,116.36          $1,116.36 
   148875  09|B602: SNOWEX SP7500 HOPPER PSPREADER                          1          $4,050.00          $4,050.00 
   148968  09|B506: SNOW PLOW, LIGHT DUTY 8FT                               1          $3,936.00          $3,936.00 
                                           V-14 TRUCK & AUTO SERVICE DIESEL REPAIR 
   144322  08|B621: TARP, AUTOMATIC - 4-CUBIC YARD BODIES                   4            $770.00          $3,080.00 
           08|B621: TARP, AUTOMATIC - 8-CUBIC YARD BODIES                  10            $780.00          $7,800.00 
           08|B621: TARP, AUTOMATIC - 11-CUBIC YARD BODIES                  2            $780.00          $1,560.00 
                                           VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES 
   142795  07|B634: HARLEY RAKER/GROOMER, POWER 3-PT                        3          $8,050.00         $24,150.00 
                                           WAUSAU-EVEREST LP 
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 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            WHELEN ENGINEERING CO 
   143469  08|B291: LIGHTBAR, 49-INCH AMBER LED                             1          $1,074.00          $1,074.00 
   145785  08|B495: WHELEN TRAFFIC ADVISOR SIGNAL, ARROW                    4          $1,291.20          $5,164.80 
   146558  08|B291: WHELEN LIGHTBAR, ENFORCEMENT, 10-LIGHT                 15          $1,074.00         $16,110.00 
           08|B495: SIGNAL, ARROW                                          14            $475.00          $6,650.00 
   147801  08|B495: SIGNAL, ARROW                                           1            $396.80            $396.80 
                                           WILLIAMS SCOTSMAN INC 
   148178  WILLIAMS SCOTSMAN 24X8 MOBILE OFFICE TRAILER                     1          $9,185.50          $9,185.50 
                                           WINDRIDGE IMPLEMENTS LLC 
   146694  08|B081:2.25 YARD SAE HEAPED BUCKET - OPTION NO. 2               1          $5,984.62          $5,984.62 
   146695  08|B081:2.0 YARD SAE HEAPED BUCKET - OPTION NO. 1                2          $5,622.69         $11,245.38 
           08|B078: PALLET FORKS - OPTION NO. 3                             2          $4,100.13          $8,200.26 
   146696  08|B081:2.0 YARD SAE HEAPED BUCKET - OPTION NO. 1                3          $5,622.69         $16,868.07 
           08|B078: PALLET FORKS - OPTION NO. 3                             3          $4,100.13         $12,300.39 
           08|B079: SCRAP GRAPPLE BUCKET - OPTION NO. 4                     3          $9,510.50         $28,531.50 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS 
                                                                          910                         $3,524,557.48 
 
 703 -LARGE OFFICE FURNITURE & FILES       WRIGHT LINE LLC 
   147050  CABINETS FOR AMES DATA CENTER                                    1          $5,022.00          $5,022.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 703 -LARGE OFFICE FURNITURE & FILES 
                                                                            1                             $5,022.00 
 
 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            AIRGAS NORTH CENTRAL-MARSHALLTOWN 
   146867  08|DC77: CUTTER, PLASMA HYPERTHERM POWERMAX                      1          $2,733.05          $2,733.05 
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   ------  ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            APEX PINNACLE 
   143353  08|DT21: BACKFILL TAMPER (SULLAIR) MBT-6 W/6" BUTT               2            $790.00          $1,580.00 
   143355  08|DH06: BREAKER 90# SULLAIR #MPB-90AS 1-1/8"                    2          $1,090.00          $2,180.00 
                                           BAY CITY SCALE, INC. 
   143718  08|DB03 12KG BALANCE A & D GP-12K                                1          $1,928.00          $1,928.00 
   147563  08|DS03: PORTABLE ELECTRONIC BALANCE 6000X 0.1G                  1            $373.00            $373.00 
                                           CALSER CORPORATION 
   146162  08|DIGITAL UPGRADE TO D08244 RIEHLE                              1          $3,765.00          $3,765.00 
                                           CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 
   146610  08|DD19: OIL DISPENSER LINCOLN 4490                              8            $280.10          $2,240.80 
           08|DD52: DRILL PRESS            JET #JDP-20MF                    2            $759.00          $1,518.00 
           08|DP92: PUMP, GREASE GUM   LINCOLN #719                         1            $581.00            $581.00 
           08|DS07: BAND SAW JET #HVBS 7MW                                  1            $819.00            $819.00 
   146890  08|DD47: HAMMER DRILL ELECTRIC  BOSCH MODEL 11304K               1          $1,385.00          $1,385.00 
           08|DW28: IMPACT WRENCH AIR 3/4 INCH                              1            $669.00            $669.00 
   147762  08|DD19: OIL DISPENSER PUMP PARTS F/LINCOLN PUMP                 8            $487.30          $3,898.40 
   148213  08|DD30: DRILL, MAGNETIC HOUGEN HMD-150                          1            $924.36            $924.36 
                                           CANNON INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
   144399  08|DV24 DIGITAL PADDLE VISCOMETER                                1          $5,796.00          $5,796.00 
                                           CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC 
   144039  08|DM43: FLOOR SCRUBBER WITH 17" ROTARY BRUSH                    1            $861.80            $861.80 
   144367  08|DE13: ADVANCE AQUACLEAN CARPET EXTRACTOR                      1          $3,059.00          $3,059.00 
   144558  08|DB71 BURNISHER, FLOOR SSS Q-LINE 1500 20 INCH                 1            $965.00            $965.00 
                                           CRESCENT ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. 
   143529  08|DG07: GENERATOR-RECOIL   START- 5K WATT                       5            $615.08          $2,460.32 
           08|DG07: GENERATOR-ELECTRIC START- 5K WATT                       3            $752.05          $2,256.15 
   144228  08|DG07: GENERATOR-RECOIL   START- 5K WATT                       5            $615.08            $615.08 
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   ------  ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            EDDY-WALKER EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
   143819  08|DS06 CLEMCO BLAST CABINET BNP-65P-600 RPC                     1         $11,856.00         $11,856.00 
                                           ENVIRONMENTAL AIR TECHNOLOGY INC 
   142851  DF11: FILTER, AIR/SMOKE MICRO-AIR                                1          $3,965.00          $3,965.00 
   146867  08|DW15: WELDING FUME EXTRACTOR MICRO AIR TM1000                 1          $4,995.00          $4,995.00 
           08|DW15: WELDING FUME DOWN DRAFT TABLE MICRO AIR                 3          $7,428.34         $22,285.02 
                                           FISCHER TECHNOLOGY INC 
   145645  08|DP11 DIGITAL COATING MEASUREMENT SYSTEM                       1          $3,400.00          $3,400.00 
           08|DP11 EGAB1.3 PENCIL TYPE PROBE (NF/FE)                        1            $495.00            $495.00 
           08|DP11 PC DATEX SOFTWARE WITH CABLE                             1            $165.00            $165.00 
                                           GEMPLER'S 
   146610  08|DC60: GEMPLER 121028 OR IMPERIAL EASTMAN 201890               2            $346.95            $693.90 
                                           GRAINGER #853763530 PURCHASING 
   142491  08|DW02W: WASHER HOT WATER, 120 VOLT MI-T-M DIESEL               3          $1,648.58          $4,945.74 
   146610  08|DC51: COMPRESSOR GAS POWERED SPEEDAIRE NO.1VN93               9            $680.00          $6,120.00 
   146890  08|DS36: PLATFORM SCALE (PORTABLE)                               1            $564.75            $564.75 
                                           GRAY MANUFACURING CO INC 
   146867  08|DL24: TRUCK LIFT 2 POST 40,000 LBS. TOTAL CAP.                1         $13,013.00         $13,013.00 
                                           HAWKEYE MATERIAL HANDLING CO 
   146863  08|DD20: OIL DISPENSER,  SUAK VALLEY, HDI-6-076132               1          $3,875.00          $3,875.00 
                                           HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
   146794  08|DL35: LOCATOR, MAGNETIC RYCOM 8879                            5          $2,822.00         $14,110.00 
                                           HERITAGE-CRYSTAL CLEAN LLC 
   146610  08|DW05: PARTS WASHER CRYSTAL CLEAN 1634 30 GAL                  1            $592.90            $592.90 
                                           HUMBOLDT SCIENTIFIC, INC. 
   143792  08|D03G HUMBOLDT NUCLEAR GAUGES                                  2          $3,950.00          $7,900.00 
                                           HYDRO TEK 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            KTA-TATOR INC. 
   148728  08|DP25: DEFELSKO POSITECTOR 6000 F1                             2            $633.34          $1,266.68 
                                           LINWELD, INC. 
   144247  08|DW10: WELDER, MIG    MILLERMATIC     #252                     2          $1,786.40          $3,572.80 
           08|C77: CUTTER, PLASMA ESAB PCM-875 #36590                       4          $1,990.64          $7,962.56 
                                           LOGAN CONTRACTORS SUPPLY (DES MOINES) 
   146890  08|DB40: BREAKER/DRIVER GAS ATLAS COPCO COBRA                    1          $3,699.00          $3,699.00 
           08|DD56: POST DRIVER RHINO PD-55 AIR POWERED                     1          $1,820.00          $1,820.00 
                                           MALVERN INSTRUMENTS INC 
   142521  07-08|D65R DYNAMIC SHEAR RHEOMETER                               5         $27,632.00        $138,160.00 
           08|D65R CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENT KIT FOR DSR                   1          $2,380.00          $2,380.00 
                                           MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES 
   146794  08|DT34: TESTER, ANTILOCK BRAKE BENDIX #801869                  11            $143.15          $1,574.65 
           08|DT52: IH ENGINE DIAGNOSTIC USB CABLE                          4            $606.00          $2,424.00 
   146863  08|DR45: AIR CONDITIONING RECYCLING SYSTEM                       1          $4,166.01          $4,166.01 
   146867  08|DT43: TESTER, BATTERY/STARTING/CHARGING                       1            $819.11            $819.11 
   148125  08|DJ09: JACK  5 TON SERVICE            OTC #1505B               1            $457.85            $457.85 
                                           MYERS TIRE SUPPLY OF AKRON, OH 
   146863  08|DC19: COATS 4050A TIRE CHANGER                                1          $2,070.00          $2,070.00 
                                           NESSA, INC. 
   143269  08|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  90D X 100H ACE                     5            $878.00          $4,390.00 
           08|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  90D X 100H ACE                     6            $888.00          $5,328.00 
           08|DT41: TANK, 925 GAL ACE W/DOMED ENDS, W/NO SUMP               2            $689.50          $1,379.00 
           08|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  90D X 100H ACE                     3            $895.00          $2,685.00 
           08|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  90D X 100H ACE                     6            $877.00          $5,262.00 
   143350  08|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250               1          $2,799.00          $2,799.00 
           08|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250               2          $2,718.00          $5,436.00 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            NESSA, INC. 
   143350  08|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250               2          $2,741.00          $5,482.00 
           08|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250               2          $2,764.00          $5,528.00 
                                           NOGG CHEMICAL & PAPER CO (SEE AMSAN) 
   144039  08DS48: FLOOR SCRUBBER 17" WINSOR SC 17D2                        1          $3,724.00          $3,724.00 
                                           NORTHERN TOOLS & EQUIPMENT 
   146610  08|DC60: STOREAGE SHELVES, 8 SHELVES                             2            $503.00          $1,006.00 
           08|DC68: FLOOR CRANE 2K LBS, FOLD-UP NORTHERN TOOL               2            $141.99            $283.98 
   149204  09|DW02W, NORTHSTAR GAS POWERED WASHER                           1            $529.99            $529.99 
                                           NOTT COMPANY 
   146863  CRIMPER: PARKRIMP 1 (* HY DIES)                                  1          $2,890.00          $2,890.00 
                                           O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 
   146794  08|DT52: TRUCK DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT                              1          $4,031.73          $4,031.73 
   148097  08|DT52: IH TRUCK ENGINE DIAGNOSTIC'S SOFTWARE                   4            $450.00          $1,800.00 
                                           P & P SMALL ENGINES (MAC AWARD) 
   146610  08|DS08: GAS POWERED POLE CHAIN SAW W/10 FT BOOM                 1            $479.00            $479.00 
           08|DS17: STIHL CUTQUIK SAW TS-420-14"                            1            $845.00            $845.00 
                                           ROCKMOUNT RESEARCH & ALLOYS, INC. 
   146610  08|DC76: CUTTER, PIN ROCKMOUNT AIRAXE TORCH 9830                 1          $1,010.63          $1,010.63 
                                           SCALE-TEC 
   148048  08|DS36: SCALE TECH - DIGI STAR 146190                           4          $2,746.38         $10,985.52 
                                           SCHABEN INDUSTRIES 
   143269  08|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  95D X 89H NOR2500VER               4            $890.80          $3,563.20 
           08|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  95D X 89H NOR2500VER               2            $913.38          $1,826.76 
   143350  08|DT38: TANK, 5000 VERTICAL 102D X 152 NOR5000VER               4          $1,891.95          $7,567.80 
           08|DT38: TANK, 5000 VERTICAL 102D X 152 NOR5000VER               2          $1,925.95          $3,851.90 
   143788  DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  95D X 89H NOR2500VERT                 2            $876.68          $1,753.36 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            SCHABEN INDUSTRIES 
   143922  DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  95D X 89H NOR2500VERT                 6            $876.68          $5,260.08 
           DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  95D X 89H NOR2500VERT                 6            $876.68          $5,260.08 
                                           SNAP-ON INDUSTRIAL - ANKENY,IA 
   146867  08|DW08: WASHER, PAINT GUN SNAP ON PGC500A                       1          $1,770.00          $1,770.00 
   146890  08|DW26: TORQUE WRENCH SNAP-ON TQR600C 3/4"                      1            $720.00            $720.00 
           08|DW29: 1" IMPACT WRENCH AIR SNAP-ON IM1800L                    1            $622.50            $622.50 
                                           SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 
   142496  08|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2"   5HP, 220V 1 PHASE                     1            $949.00            $949.00 
           08|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" 7.5HP, 230V 1 PHASE                     1          $1,033.00          $1,033.00 
           08|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3"   5HP, 220V 1 PHASE                     6            $992.00          $5,952.00 
           08|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" 7.5HP, 230V 1 PHASE                     1          $1,033.00          $1,033.00 
   144875  08|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 3HP, 220V 1 PHASE                1            $901.00            $901.00 
   145383  08|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3"   5HP, 220V 1 PHASE                     6            $992.00          $5,952.00 
   147088  08|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3"   5HP, 220V 1 PHASE                     2            $992.00          $1,984.00 
                                           TRANSIT WORKS 
   143968  SCHONSTEDT GA52CX MAGNETIC LOCATOR W/HARD CASE                   1            $499.00            $499.00 
   144606  08|DL35: LOCATOR, MAGNETIC, SCHONSTEDT GA-52CX                   1            $499.00            $499.00 
   148448  09|DL35: LOCATOR, MAGNETIC SCHONSTEDT GA52CX                     4            $529.00          $2,116.00 
                                           TRANSPORTATION SUPPLIES INC 
   144252  08|DR21: RAMP TRUCK 20 TON 16" TREAD WIDE                       19            $398.82          $7,577.58 
           08|DP52: PULLEY SET                 OTC 1676 W/BOX               1            $807.45            $807.45 
           08|DJ26: JACK 10 TON PORT-A-POWER COBRA OTC 1519A                2            $440.41            $880.82 
           08|DJ11: JACK 10 TON HYD SERVICE        OTC 1510B                3            $538.29          $1,614.87 
           08|DJ09: JACK  5 TON SERVICE            OTC 1505B                6            $418.39          $2,510.34 
   144255  08|DJ31: JACK  1 TON TRANS LOWLIFT      OTC 5019                 1          $1,541.50          $1,541.50 
           08|DJ12: JACK 25 TON UNDER AXLE AIR/HYD OTC 5012A                4          $1,052.13          $4,208.52 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            TRANSPORTATION SUPPLIES INC 
   144255  08|DD26: BRAKE AND DRUM DOLLY BACKBUDDY OTC 5090                 1          $1,029.15          $1,029.15 
           08|DC68: FLOOR CRANE 6,000 LBS,         OTC #1813                1          $5,334.16          $5,334.16 
   144584  08|DT43: TESTER START/CHARGER/BATTERY   OTC #3167                2            $701.77          $1,403.54 
                                           TRI-STATE PUMP INC 
   146610  08|DP95: AMT 2" TRASH PUMP                                       3            $866.00          $2,598.00 
   149196  09|DP95: AMP, TRASH WATER PUMP, 3"  8 HP GAS                     1          $1,450.00          $1,450.00 
           09|DP95: AMP, TRASH WATER PUMP, 2" 6.5 HP GAS                    1            $866.00            $866.00 
                                           TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 
   146890  08|DD56: FAIRMONT POST DRIVER #HPD-HV-U PART 11186               1          $1,953.00          $1,953.00 
                                           UNITED RENTAL, DES MOINES 
   146863  08|DC44: COMPACTOR VIBRATOR PAN, WACKER WP-1550AW                1          $1,789.00          $1,789.00 
                                           VARITECH INDUSTRIES 
   142495  08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
           08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
           08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
           08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
           08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
           08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
           08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
           08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
           08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
           08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
           08|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $16,252.00         $16,252.00 
                                           W & S SUPPLY CO. INC. DBA ELIZABETH IND. 
   143353  08|DH06: BREAKER 35# CP-1210S-1.12                               6            $702.00          $4,212.00 
           08|DH06: BREAKER 60# CP-1230S-1.12                               2            $762.00          $1,524.00 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            WCT PRODUCTS INC 
   146899  08|DR50: JAMESON FIBERGLASS DUCT RODDER 7/16"X500                1          $1,520.00          $1,520.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP. 
                                                                          307                           $678,936.92 
 
 705 -ENGINEER, SURVEY & MEASURING EQUIP.  BIERSCHBACH EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY 
   148066  LEICA DISTO A5 LASER DISTANCE METER                              1            $329.00            $329.00 
                                           EAGLE POINT SOFTWARE 
   145072  JUNIPER ALLEGRO CX DATA COLLECTOR                                9          $3,524.98         $14,099.92 
   145132  JUNIPER ALLEGRO CX DATA COLLECTOR                                9          $3,524.98          $3,524.98 
   145134  JUNIPER ALLEGRO CX DATA COLLECTOR                                9          $3,524.98         $14,099.92 
                                           IOWA TRANSIT INC. 
   136600  06|E75: TOPCON ROBOTIC TOTAL STATION SYSTEM                     18         $22,586.06        $406,549.08 
   144118  TOP CON GMS-2 HANDHELD GPS W/TOPPAD/GIS GNSS                     1          $4,865.00          $4,865.00 
   145072  TOPCON MODEL: GPT-9003A 3" COMPLETE SYSTEM AS BID                8         $22,586.06         $90,344.24 
   145134  TOPCON MODEL: GPT-9003A 3" COMPLETE SYSTEM AS BID                8         $22,586.06         $90,344.24 
                                           JAMAR TECHNOLOGIES 
   146610  08|EM30: DISTANCE METER JAMAR RAC-PLUS I                         6            $565.00          $3,390.00 
                                           JOHN THOMAS INC 
   146610  08|EM30: DISTANCE METERNUMETRICS NIGHTSTAR 50                    2            $397.25            $794.50 
                                           PRECISION MIDWEST 
   143976  HPB450 UHF RADIO SYSTEM, 450-470MHZ, 35W, 25KHZ                  1          $2,812.50          $2,812.50 
           ANTENNA PHIP-5DB,450-479HHZ PDL450 (HIGH GAIN)                   1            $125.50            $125.50 
                                           SEILER INSTRUMENT & MFG CO INC 
   144038  TRIMBLE TRUEPULSE 360 B YELLOW LASER RANGE FINDER                1          $1,695.00          $1,695.00 
           TRUEPULSE MOUNTING BRACKET                                       1             $85.00             $85.00 
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 705 -ENGINEER, SURVEY & MEASURING EQUIP.  SEILER INSTRUMENT & MFG CO INC 
   144038  STANDARD QUICK RELEASE CLAMP                                     1             $73.00             $73.00 
           HURRICANE ANTENNA KIT                                            1            $695.00            $695.00 
           CARBON FIBER RANGE POLE - 2 METERS                               1            $235.00            $235.00 
           OPEN CLAMP PLAIN                                                 1             $73.00             $73.00 
           GEOEXPLORER SERIES RANGE POLE BRACKET                            1            $135.00            $135.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 705 -ENGINEER, SURVEY & MEASURING EQUIP. 
                                                                           81                           $634,299.88 
 
 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  ACT ELECTRONICS, INC. (NOW ACT TRAFFIC) 
   143410  2000-14C CONTACT CLOSURE BOARD FOR ADR2000+                      3            $450.00          $1,350.00 
                                           ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC 
   147052  2000-14C CONTACT CLOSURE BOARD FOR ADR2000+                      8            $425.00          $3,400.00 
   147053  ADR WIM TRAFFIC RECORDER                                         3         $10,580.00         $31,740.00 
           SENSOR                                                          72            $849.00         $61,128.00 
   147191  PIEZO BOARDS                                                    10            $425.00          $4,250.00 
   147449  4 MEG SRAM PCMCIA CARD FOR WIM'S                                 4            $835.00          $3,340.00 
   148612  ADR1000+/14C/MOTHERBOARD ASSEMBLY                               23          $1,595.00         $36,685.00 
   148618  4 MEG SRAM PCMCIA CARD FOR WIM'S                                 1            $835.00            $835.00 
   148646  AXLE LIGHT CLASSIFICATION KITS                                   2         $26,000.00         $52,000.00 
           CUSTOM CABINETS                                                  2          $4,000.00          $8,000.00 
                                           ALLSTATE TOWER INC 
   142411  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 180 FOOT, ALLSTATE TOWER                 1         $64,875.00         $64,875.00 
                                           ARIES INDUSTRIES INC 
   140784  07|FC25: CLVERT TRACTOR AND CAMERA SYSTEM                        1         $42,920.00         $42,920.00 
                                           AVI SYSTEMS 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  AVI SYSTEMS 
   142357  JVC PRO DVD-R/VHS DECK                                           1            $795.00            $795.00 
           POLYCOM POWERCAM PLUS                                            1          $2,045.00          $2,045.00 
                                           CONTROL SPECIALISTS COMPANY 
   148645  TIRTL (TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER)                                   2         $22,400.00         $44,800.00 
                                           ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
   148000  RADIO, HANDHELD, UHF, 16CH, 4-WATT, EX500                       15            $834.30         $12,514.50 
   149246  RADIO, PORTABLE, MOTOROLA MTX850, 800MHZ                         3            $767.00          $2,301.00 
   149318  RADIO, MOBILE, MOTOROLA XTL1500, WITH POWERSUPPLY                1          $2,410.00          $2,410.00 
                                           EMBARKIT INC 
   143288  HP PHOTOSMART R927 DIGITAL CAMERA                                1            $267.00            $267.00 
           KINGSTON 1 GB MEMORY CARD                                        1             $16.00             $16.00 
   144012  FY08 99-1610.01A MINI CANON CAMCORDER V MT KIT                   1          $1,869.00          $1,869.00 
   145739  KINGSTON 1 GB MEMORY CARD                                        1             $18.00             $18.00 
                                           EMERSON NETWORK POWER SURGE PROTECTION 
   143643  EDCO PIEZO LIGHTNING PROTECTORS                                 40             $53.82          $2,152.80 
   147451  EDCO LOOP LIGHTNING PROTECTORS                                  60             $12.27            $736.20 
           EDCO PIEZO LIGHTNING PROTECTORS                                 60             $53.82          $3,229.20 
           EDCO SOLAR PANEL LIGHTNING PROTECTORS                           20             $21.70            $434.00 
   148619  EDCO SOLAR PANEL LIGHTNING PROTECTORS                            6             $21.70            $130.20 
                                           FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS 
   147755  MICROPHONE SYSTEM, WIRELESS 2.4 GHZ, SABINE                      1          $1,716.00          $1,716.00 
           CABINET, ENCLOSED, WALL-MOUNTABLE, 19 INCH RACK                  1            $352.80            $352.80 
           CABLE 25 FOOT VGA M-M, WITH AUDIO                                3             $32.96             $98.88 
           DOOR FOR CABINET                                                 1             $85.00             $85.00 
           FLOOR MIC STAND                                                  2             $29.62             $59.24 
           MICROPHONE SYSTEM, WIRELESS 2.4 GHZ, SABINE                      1          $1,716.00          $1,716.00 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS 
   147755  MIXER, 2-ZONE,                                                   1            $280.67            $280.67 
           SPEAKERS, CEILING MOUNT, 70 VOLT, PAIR                           4            $188.60            $754.40 
                                           GLEN MARTIN ENGINEERING 
   149046  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 60 FOOT, FREMONT SCALE                   1         $13,395.00         $13,395.00 
   149319  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 60 FOOT, MO VALLEY SCALE                 1         $13,395.00         $13,395.00 
   149326  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 60 FOOT, SALIX SCALE                     1         $13,395.00         $13,395.00 
   149328  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 60 FOOT, EARLY SCALE                     1         $13,395.00         $13,395.00 
   149331  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 60 FOOT, WORTH SCALE                     1         $13,395.00         $13,395.00 
   149332  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 180 FOOT, SIGOURNEY                      1         $28,415.00         $28,415.00 
   149333  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 180 FOOT, OAKDALE                        1         $28,415.00         $28,415.00 
   149334  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 180 FOOT, WILLIAMSBURG                   1         $28,415.00         $28,415.00 
   149338  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 180 FOOT, MILLS COUNTY                   1         $28,415.00         $28,415.00 
   149341  TOWER, SELF SUPPORTING, 180 FOOT, TIPTON                         1         $28,415.00         $28,415.00 
                                           H B LEISEROWITZ CO 
   142565  CANON DIGITAL REBEL XTI WITH 18-55 CANON ZOOM LENS               1            $819.00            $819.00 
           CANON NB2LH BATTERY                                              1             $48.00             $48.00 
           HAYS UV HAZE FILTER                                              1              $9.00              $9.00 
           SANDISK 2GB EXTREME III HIGH SPEED CF MEMORY CARD                1             $48.76             $48.76 
           TAMRAC 5603 CAMERA BAG                                           1             $38.00             $38.00 
   144190  TELEPHOTO ZOOM LENS                                              1            $569.00            $569.00 
   144774  CANON POWERSHOT 7.1MP DIGITAL CAMERA                             1            $163.00            $163.00 
           1 GB SD MEMORY CARD (KINGSTON)                                   1             $15.00             $15.00 
   145739  CANON 720IS DIGITAL CAMERA                                       1            $185.00            $185.00 
   147747  QWEST CHARGER W/4 AA RECHARGABLE BATTERIES                       1             $27.00             $27.00 
           TAMRAC CAMERA CASE                                               1             $20.00             $20.00 
   148931  SONY DIGITAL HANDICAM CAMCORDER                                  1            $659.00            $659.00 
                                           HEWLETT-PACKARD 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  HEWLETT-PACKARD 
   146747  HP FAX 1250                                                      2            $104.00            $208.00 
                                           IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS 
   140022  CANON LC 510 FAX MACHINE                                         1            $795.00            $795.00 
   140024  CANON LC 510 FAX MACHINE                                         1            $795.00            $795.00 
   142479  FY08 99-1610.803 COLOR M/F C/P/S MOTOR CARRIER                   1         $10,532.48         $10,532.48 
   143769  FY08 99-1610.814 COLOR M/F C/P/S/F COMMUNICATIONS                1         $11,040.45         $11,040.45 
   143847  RICOH FAX MACHINE                                                1            $830.00            $830.00 
   144059  RICOH FAX FOR REPAIR SHOP                                        1            $830.00            $830.00 
   144205  CANON FAX MOTOR CARRIER SRVS                                     1          $1,375.00          $1,375.00 
   144296  RICOH 3320L FAX MACHINE                                          1            $830.00            $830.00 
   144550  B/W COPIER FOR DUBUQUE MAINT.                                    1            $880.00            $880.00 
   144552  B/W COPIER WITH FAX FOR MVE BRANDON SCALES                       1            $916.50            $916.50 
   144592  B/W COPIER WITH FAX FOR MVE SALIX SCALES                         1            $916.50            $916.50 
   144595  B/W COPIER WITH FAX FOR MVE MISSOURI VALLEY SCALE                1            $916.50            $916.50 
   144597  B/W COPIER WITH FAX FOR MASON CITY DL #13                        1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   144599  B/W COPIER WITH FAX FOR MARSHALLTOWN, DL#19                      1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   144604  B/W COPIER WITH FAX FOR CLINTON, DL#22                           1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   144607  B/W MULTI COPIER C/P/S VEH SRVS REG ADMIN                        1         $10,946.79         $10,946.79 
   144609  COLOR MULTI COPIER C/P/S/F FOR OES                               1         $12,112.10         $12,112.10 
   144617  COLOR MULTI COPIER C/P/S/F FOR DR SERV HEARINGS                  1         $11,040.45         $11,040.45 
   144621  COLOR MULTI COPIER C/P/S/F FOR DIST 4 DOM OFFICE                 1         $10,131.72         $10,131.72 
   144623  COLOR MULTI COPIER C/P/S/F FOR DYERSVILLE STAFF OF               1         $11,040.45         $11,040.45 
   144705  CANON FAX PROC DISTR INVENTORY                                   1            $665.00            $665.00 
   144709  CANON FAX PROC DISTR CUSTOMER SERVICE                            1            $665.00            $665.00 
   144764  CANON FAX MOTOR CARRIER SERVICES TITLES SECTION                  1            $795.00            $795.00 
   144873  CANON FAX MOTOR CARRIER SERV TRAVEL SECTION                      1          $1,375.00          $1,375.00 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS 
   145061  RICOH COLOR LOW VOLUME COPIER FOR SIGN SHOP                      1            $445.00            $445.00 
   146336  CANON FAX DL STATION ANKENY                                      1            $830.00            $830.00 
   146931  COLOR MULTI COPIER C/P/S/F FOR ENG OPER BUREAU                   1         $10,659.10         $10,659.10 
   147363  FAX MODULE FOR RICOH 3030 ATLANTIC MAT INSP                      1            $483.99            $483.99 
   148300  B/W COPIER WITH FAX ROCKWELL CITY MAINT                          1            $916.50            $916.50 
   148439  COLOR MULTI COPIER C/P/S/F FOR DIST 1 OFFICE                     1         $10,659.10         $10,659.10 
   148658  RICOH 161 COPIER W/PAPER TRAY AND FEEDER                         1            $780.00            $780.00 
   149347  CANON FAX MOTOR CARRIER SERVICES                                 1          $1,200.00          $1,200.00 
   149351  CANON FAX MOTOR CARRIER SERVICES                                 1          $1,200.00          $1,200.00 
   149352  CANON FAX MOTOR CARRIER SERVICES                                 1          $1,200.00          $1,200.00 
   149362  CANON FAX IT                                                     1          $1,200.00          $1,200.00 
                                           IMAGETEK INC 
   142143  FY07 99-1610-763 KODAK DSU 3000 MICROFORM SCANNER                1         $19,478.96         $19,478.96 
   142145  FY07 99-1610-762 KODAK DSU 3000 MICROFORM SCANNER                1         $20,180.00         $20,180.00 
                                           INTERSTATE ALL BATTERY CENTER 
   144644  INTERSTATE 12 VOLT BATTERY                                      20            $135.00          $2,700.00 
   145254  INTERSTATE 12 VOLT BATTERIES                                     3            $135.00            $405.00 
   148338  INTERSTATE 12 VOLT BATTERY                                      20            $135.00          $2,700.00 
                                           L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC 
   147060  FLASH BACK DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER, (DVR)                        45          $4,898.00        $220,410.00 
           ANTENNA, EXTERNAL GLASS MOUNT FOR VLP                           45            $200.00          $9,000.00 
           BACKUP/ARCHIVING STATION                                         1          $2,984.00          $2,984.00 
           COLLISION SENSOR, (TRIGGER DVR IN COLLISION)                    45            $150.00          $6,750.00 
           ESU UPLOAD DOCKING STATION WITH VIEWING WORKSTATIO              12            $370.00          $4,440.00 
           RADAR INTERFACE FOR MPH-BEE III SYSTEM                          45            $200.00          $9,000.00 
           SERVER AND STORAGE SYSTEM FOR DVR                               11         $11,250.00        $123,750.00 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC 
   147060  WIRELESS ACCESS POINT W/ EXTERNAL MOUNTED ANT.                  26            $660.00         $17,160.00 
                                           MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY COMPANY 
   147031  INTERCOM SYSTEM FOR DISTRICT 6, MARION GARAGE                    1          $1,853.00          $1,853.00 
                                           MEASUREMENT SPECIALTIES INC 
   148337  PIEZO SENSORS                                                   10            $438.00          $4,380.00 
                                           MID AMERICAN SIGNAL 
   142345  DIN RAIL 9"                                                      9              $2.15             $19.35 
           SENSOR MOUNTING BRACKETS, EM1109, STANDARD                       9             $66.00            $594.00 
           T-BUS CONNECTORS WITH SCREW TERMINAL                             9              $7.86             $70.74 
           20' SMART SENSOR HARNESS                                         9            $208.00          $1,872.00 
   143409  SMART SENSOR HD UNIT                                             1          $5,749.00          $5,749.00 
           WAVETRONIX CLICK 200                                             1            $199.00            $199.00 
           MOUNTING BRACKET 3-AXIS                                          1            $120.00            $120.00 
           40' SMART SENSOR HARNESS                                         1            $291.00            $291.00 
           WAVETRONIX CLICK 100                                             1            $338.67            $338.67 
   147451  MOUNTING BRACKET 3-AXIS                                          4            $120.00            $480.00 
           SMART SENSOR HD UNIT                                             1          $5,749.00          $5,749.00 
           WAVETRONIX CLICK 100                                             4            $339.00          $1,356.00 
           40' SMART SENSOR HARNESS                                         1            $291.00            $291.00 
                                           MOTOROLA INC 
   143516  MOTOROLA HT750 HANDHELD RADIO                                    2            $618.75          $1,237.50 
           REMOTE SPKR MIC STD                                              2             $54.38            $108.76 
   144254  RADIO, HT750, VHF, 136 -174 MHZ, 16 CHAN, 5 WATT                 6            $618.75          $3,712.50 
   145577  RADIO, TRUNK MOUNT, DATA READY, WITH VRS SYSTEM                 15          $4,834.53         $72,517.95 
                                           NORTH COUNTRY BUSINESS PRODUCTS 
   144491  ELECTRONIC CASH REGISTER MOTOR CARRIER SERVICES                  1            $775.00            $775.00 
                                           QWEST ENTERPRISE AMERICA 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  QWEST ENTERPRISE AMERICA 
   148152  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR BRITT RCE                            1          $4,000.00          $4,000.00 
   148153  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR CHARITON RCE                         1          $5,200.00          $5,200.00 
   148154  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR CHEROKEE RCE                         1          $4,000.00          $4,000.00 
   148155  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR COUNCIL BLUFFS RME                   1          $4,000.00          $4,000.00 
   148156  BCM 400 PHONE SYSTEM FOR COUNCIL BLUFFS S-MAINT.                 1         $14,000.00         $14,000.00 
   148157  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR CRESTON RCE                          1          $6,200.00          $6,200.00 
   148158  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR DENISON MG                           1          $3,000.00          $3,000.00 
   148159  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR DYERSVILLE RME                       1          $5,600.00          $5,600.00 
   148160  BCM 400 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR FAIRFIELD AMM/RME                   1         $11,000.00         $11,000.00 
   148161  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR MARION MAINT.                        1          $2,400.00          $2,400.00 
   148162  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR MARSHALLTOWN RCE/MG                  1          $5,300.00          $5,300.00 
   148163  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR MT PLEASANT RCE                      1          $5,800.00          $5,800.00 
   148165  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR NEW HAMPTON RCE/MG                   1          $6,000.00          $6,000.00 
   148166  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR OAKDALE MAINT.                       1          $2,500.00          $2,500.00 
   148167  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR STORM LAKE RME                       1          $3,200.00          $3,200.00 
   148168  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR TIPTON MAINT                         1          $2,600.00          $2,600.00 
   148169  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR URBANA MAINT.                        1          $2,600.00          $2,600.00 
   148170  BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR WILLIAMSBURG MAINT.                  1          $2,400.00          $2,400.00 
                                           RENZ AMERICA CO INC 
   148929  RENZ PUNCH W/ACCESSORIES                                         1         $55,684.00         $55,684.00 
   148930  RENZ  SEMI AUTOMATIC WIRE COMB BINDING W/ACC                     1         $34,316.00         $34,316.00 
                                           SOUTHWEST PV SYSTEMS 
   148619  SOLAR PANEL REGULATORS                                          38             $59.00          $2,242.00 
           SOLAR PANELS 50 WATT                                            12            $279.00          $3,348.00 
                                           STIVERS FORD 
   147612  TRUNK VENT FAN FOR FORD CROWN VIC                               45             $80.25          $3,611.25 
                                           STOREY-KENWORTHY CO 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  TWR LIGHTING INC 
   143706  LIGHT, BEACON, TOWER LIGHT, LED TYPE L864, DIAL                  1          $2,100.00          $2,100.00 
   148333  LIGHT, BEACON, TOWER LIGHT, LED TYPE L864, DIAL                  1          $2,100.00          $2,100.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP. 
                                                                          904                         $1,509,615.16 
 
 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           AVI SYSTEMS 
   142357  POLYCOM VSX 7000E                                                1          $6,190.00          $6,190.00 
           BETTERMENTS TO LINE 1                                            1          $2,340.00          $2,340.00 
           CRESTRON AUDIO VIDEO CONTROL                                     1          $1,705.00          $1,705.00 
           ENGINEERING/CAD                                                  1            $146.00            $146.00 
           GOLD SERVICE - MAINT AND SUPPORT                                 1          $6,680.00          $6,680.00 
           IN SHOP INSTALL                                                  1            $901.00            $901.00 
           ONSITE INSTALL / TRAINING                                        1          $1,923.00          $1,923.00 
           PANASONIC 50IN HD PLASMA DISPLAY/W SPEAKERS                      1          $3,111.00          $3,111.00 
           PROJECT MANAGEMENT                                               1            $242.00            $242.00 
           VC CART                                                          1            $529.00            $529.00 
   149161  USB AUDIO SYSTEM FOR 600 SERIES SMARTBOARD                       1            $267.00            $267.00 
           77" INTERACTIVE ELECTRONIC WHITEBOARD WITH WALL MO               1          $1,785.00          $1,785.00 
                                           BEELINE & BLUE 
   148788  CANON 9100                                                       1         $11,495.00         $11,495.00 
           ONYX RIP                                                         1          $4,995.00          $4,995.00 
           INSTALLATION & TRAINING                                          1          $3,490.00          $3,490.00 
           SERVICE/MAINTENANCE/SUPPORT 5-YRS                                1          $7,180.00          $7,180.00 
                                           BOMGAR CORPORATION 
   146297  BOMGAR B200 PC REMOTE SUPPORT APPLIANCE WITH 4                   1          $6,400.03          $6,400.03 
                                           CDW GOVERNMENT, INC 
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 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           CDW GOVERNMENT, INC 
   142760  EPSON CEILING MOUNT FOR 1715C PROJECTORS                         2             $95.00            $190.00 
           EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                                 10          $1,579.00         $15,790.00 
   142894  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $1,035.00 
   142914  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $5,175.00 
   142915  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $4,485.00 
   142916  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $8,625.00 
   142917  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $8,280.00 
   142938  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $1,035.00 
   142941  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00            $690.00 
   142942  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00            $345.00 
   142949  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $1,035.00 
   142950  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $4,140.00 
   142951  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $1,380.00 
   142952  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $3,105.00 
   142953  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00            $690.00 
   142954  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF               120            $345.00          $1,380.00 
   143167  EPSON ADJUSTABLE CEILING CHANNEL MOUNT                           1             $85.00             $85.00 
           EPSON CEILING MOUNT FOR 1715C PROJECTORS                         1             $95.00             $95.00 
           EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                                  1          $1,579.00          $1,579.00 
   143227  EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                                  1          $1,579.00          $1,579.00 
   143455  EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                                  5          $1,579.00          $7,895.00 
   143749  EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                                  1          $1,579.00          $1,579.00 
           EPSON CEILING MOUNT FOR 1715C PROJECTORS                         1             $95.00             $95.00 
   143981  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF                 1            $355.00            $355.00 
   147160  EPSON CEILING MOUNT FOR 1715C PROJECTORS                         1             $95.00             $95.00 
           EPSON ADJUSTABLE CEILING CHANNEL MOUNT                           1             $85.00             $85.00 
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 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           CDW GOVERNMENT, INC 
   147193  FUJITSU FI 5650C VRS - DOCUMENT SCANNER                          2          $4,499.00          $4,499.00 
   147194  FUJITSU FI 5650C VRS - DOCUMENT SCANNER                          2          $4,499.00          $4,499.00 
   147555  EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                                  1          $1,365.00          $1,365.00 
   147964  FUJITSU FI 5110C - DOCUMENT SCANNER - LEGAL                      1            $669.00            $669.00 
   147966  BROOKTROUT TR1034+P16H-T1-1N-R 16 PORT FRACTIONAL                2         $11,499.00         $22,998.00 
   147976  LEXMARK - COLOR LASER 31/35PPM 1200DPI                           1          $1,249.00          $1,249.00 
   148985  EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                                  2          $1,365.00          $1,365.00 
   149032  EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                                  2          $1,365.00          $1,365.00 
                                           EMBARKIT INC 
   142260  ADAPTEC -RAID 29160LP 1CH U160 SCSI PCI64BIT 3.5/                2             $99.00            $198.00 
           EVGA 7300GT, PCS16X, 512M, 64BIT, VIDEO CARD                     2             $99.00            $198.00 
   142451  EVGA 7300GT, PCS16X, 512M, 64BIT, VIDEO CARD                     1             $99.00             $99.00 
   142619  LEXMARK DESKTOP LASER PRINTER                                    1            $232.00            $232.00 
   142668  BLADECENTER 2900W POWER SUPPLIES 3 & 4                           1            $814.00            $814.00 
           BLADECENTER 4-PORT GIGABIT ETHERNET SWITCH                       2          $1,766.00          $3,532.00 
           IBM - TRANSCEIVER MODULE -SFP FIBER CHANNEL 4 PACK               1            $448.00            $448.00 
           IBM - 2.8M 200-240V, TRIPLE 16A IEC 320-C20                      2             $69.00            $138.00 
           IBM BLADECENTER H CHASIS                                         1          $3,349.00          $3,349.00 
           IBM QLOGIC 20 PORT FIBER CHANNEL SWITCH                          2         $10,097.00         $20,194.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 9X5X4 ON-SITE EXTENDED WARRANTY                   1          $1,099.00          $1,099.00 
   142919  PNY VERTO GEFORCE FX 5200 PCI-GRAPHICS CARD, 256MB              55             $56.80          $3,124.00 
   143206  CANON DR-2580C PORTABLE SHEETFEED SCANNER                        4            $656.00          $2,624.00 
           PANASONIC TOUGHBOOK 30 TOUCHSCREEN LAPTOP                        6          $3,779.00         $22,674.00 
           ADDITIONAL 1GB MEMORY UPGRADE FOR CF-30                          6             $61.00            $366.00 
           DVD-MULTI DRIVE FOR CF-30                                        6            $449.00          $2,694.00 
           2-YR WARRANTY EXTENSION (YR4 & 5)                                6            $416.00          $2,496.00 
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 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           EMBARKIT INC 
   143339  IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     6            $273.00            $546.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          3            $850.00            $850.00 
           INTEL DUAL CORE PROCESSOR MODEL 5160 UPGRADE                     3          $1,576.00          $1,576.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          3            $622.00            $622.00 
           4GB (2X2GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY KIT                     2            $846.00            $846.00 
   143340  IBM BLADE HS21 5150 DUALCORE                                     3          $2,730.00          $2,730.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     6            $273.00            $546.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          3            $850.00            $850.00 
           INTEL DUAL CORE PROCESSOR MODEL 5160 UPGRADE                     3          $1,576.00          $1,576.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          3            $622.00            $622.00 
           4GB (2X2GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY KIT                     2            $846.00            $846.00 
   143341  IBM BLADE HS21 5150 DUALCORE                                     3          $2,730.00          $2,730.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     6            $273.00            $546.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          3            $850.00            $850.00 
           INTEL DUAL CORE PROCESSOR MODEL 5160 UPGRADE                     3          $1,576.00          $1,576.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          3            $622.00            $622.00 
           2GB (2X1GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY KIT                     1            $431.00            $431.00 
   143456  PNY VERTO GEFORCE FX 5200 PCI-GRAPHICS CARD, 256MB               4             $56.80            $227.20 
           LEXMARK E250DN LASER PRINTER - B&W,LASER,DUPLEX,                 6            $232.00          $1,392.00 
   143619  PNY VERTO GEFORCE 8800 GTS GRAPHICS ADAPTER - GF                 2            $362.00            $724.00 
   143634  SAMSUNG 226BW 22" WIDESCREEN LCD MONITOR                         6            $296.00          $1,776.00 
   143635  SAMSUNG 226BW 22" WIDESCREEN LCD MONITOR                         7            $296.00          $1,480.00 
   143778  NORTEL - TRANS MODULE-SF-FAST EN -100BASE-FX                     6            $194.00          $1,164.00 
           NORTEL ETHERNET ROUTING SWITCH 4526FX                            1          $2,966.00          $2,966.00 
           NORTEL ETHERNET ROUTING SWITCH 4550T-PWR                         3          $2,238.00          $6,714.00 
   143813  SAMSUNG 226BW 22" WIDESCREEN LCD MONITOR                         7            $296.00            $592.00 
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   144064  SIIG FIRE WIRE 800+GIGALAN COMBO                                 1             $81.00             $81.00 
   144084  IBM LS20 OPTERON 252 2.6GHZ 2ND PROCESSOR                        1            $730.00            $730.00 
   144093  IBM BLADE HS21 XM 7995 QUADCORE                                  4          $2,647.00         $10,588.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          4            $850.00          $3,400.00 
           PROCESSOR UPGRADE - QUAD-CORE E5345                              4            $871.00          $3,484.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          4            $663.00          $2,652.00 
           4GB (2X2GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY KIT                    16            $887.00         $14,192.00 
   144134   SONY 20" WSXGA+ LUMA SERIES LCD MONITOR KIT                     1          $3,343.00          $3,343.00 
   144210  KINGSTON - FLASH MEM. CARD SD/512MB                              1              $9.00              $9.00 
   144292  TARGUS CORPORATE TRAVEL CARRY CASE                              17             $69.00            $483.00 
   144294  TARGUS CORPORATE TRAVEL CARRY CASE                              17             $69.00            $483.00 
   144302  TARGUS CORPORATE TRAVEL CARRY CASE                              17             $69.00            $207.00 
   144341  LOGITECH V450 LASER CORDLESS MOUSE FOR NOTEBOOKS                 3             $38.00             $38.00 
   144352  LOGITECH V450 LASER CORDLESS MOUSE FOR NOTEBOOKS                 3             $38.00             $38.00 
   144356  LOGITECH V450 LASER CORDLESS MOUSE FOR NOTEBOOKS                 3             $38.00             $38.00 
   144372  TARGUS CORPORATE TRAVEL CARRY CASE                               1             $53.00             $53.00 
   144428  LIND 80 WATT DC POWER ADAPTER FOR CF30                           5             $81.50            $407.50 
   144612  CANON PIXMA IP90V PORTABLE PRINTER                               1            $225.00            $225.00 
   144636  FIREWIRE 800 3PORT ROHS PCI E CARD                               1             $88.00             $88.00 
   144829  KINGSTON - FLASH MEM. CARD SD/512MB                              1              $9.00              $9.00 
   145034  IBM BLADE HS21 5160 DUALCORE                                     1          $2,399.00          $2,399.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 146 GB                                            2            $362.00            $724.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          1            $850.00            $850.00 
           INTEL DUAL CORE PROCESSOR MODEL 5160 UPGRADE                     1          $1,380.00          $1,380.00 
           4GB (2X2GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY KIT                     1            $435.00            $435.00 
   145612  IBM BLADE HS21 XM 7995 QUADCORE                                  4          $2,450.00          $9,800.00 
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   145612  PROCESSOR UPGRADE - QUAD-CORE E5345                              4            $799.00          $3,196.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          4            $612.00          $2,448.00 
           4GB (2X2GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY KIT                    16            $435.00          $6,960.00 
   145613  IBM BLADE HS21 5150 DUALCORE                                     1          $2,399.00          $2,399.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     2            $253.00            $506.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          1            $850.00            $850.00 
           INTEL DUAL CORE PROCESSOR MODEL 5160 UPGRADE                     1          $1,380.00          $1,380.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          1            $612.00            $612.00 
           2GB (1X2GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY KIT                     2            $399.00            $798.00 
   145924  SAMSUNG 24" WIDESCREEN MONITOR                                   2            $449.00            $898.00 
   146017  LEXMARK T640N MONO NETWORK LASER PRINTER,                       21            $419.00          $8,799.00 
           LEXMARK ENVELOPE FEEDER FOR T640 (85 SHEET)                      1            $239.00            $239.00 
           LEXMARK 250-SHEET DUPLEX UNIT                                   21            $268.00          $5,628.00 
           LEXMARK 500-SHEET MEDIA DRAWER AND TRAY                         21            $239.00          $5,019.00 
   146825  EPSON POWERLITE 1715C - LCD PROJECTOR                            1          $1,438.00          $1,438.00 
   147130  KINGSTON - FLASH MEM. CARD SD/512MB                              2              $9.00             $18.00 
   147488  NEC MULTISYNC 22" WIDESCREEN FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                 20            $339.29          $6,446.51 
   147498  NEC MULTISYNC 22" WIDESCREEN FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                 20            $339.29            $339.29 
   147536  CANON DR-2580C PORTABLE SHEETFEED SCANNER                        1            $656.00            $656.00 
   147677  E-SEEK MODEL 200 BAR CODE READER                                 6            $360.00          $2,160.00 
           E-SEEK USB SMART CABLE FOR M200                                  6             $50.00            $300.00 
   147701  IBM BLADE HS21 QUADCORE 5460                                     2          $3,018.00          $3,018.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     4            $221.00            $442.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          2            $850.00            $850.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          2            $449.00            $449.00 
   147702  IBM BLADE HS21 QUADCORE 5460                                     2          $3,018.00          $3,018.00 
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   147702  IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          2            $850.00            $850.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          2            $449.00            $449.00 
           INTEL DUAL CORE PROCESSOR MODEL 5460 UPGRADE                     1          $1,884.00          $1,884.00 
           4GB (2X2GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY KIT                     2            $308.00            $616.00 
   147875  CANON PIXMA IP90V PORTABLE PRINTER                               1            $225.00            $225.00 
   148024  IBM BLADE HS21 DUALCORE 5260                                     1          $2,479.00          $2,479.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     2            $221.00            $442.00 
           IBM PROCESSOR UPGRADE 5260                                       1          $1,389.00          $1,389.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          1            $850.00            $850.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          1            $449.00            $449.00 
   148026  IBM BLADE HS21 DUALCORE 5260                                     1          $2,479.00          $2,479.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     2            $221.00            $442.00 
           IBM PROCESSOR UPGRADE 5260                                       1          $1,389.00          $1,389.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          1            $850.00            $850.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          1            $449.00            $449.00 
           4GB (2X2GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY                         2            $308.00            $616.00 
   148183  LEXMARK E250DN - LASER PRINTER,DUPLEX,ETHERNET                   2            $229.00            $458.00 
   148266  IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     3            $230.00            $690.00 
           IBM REDUNDANT POWER SUPPLY                                       1            $150.00            $150.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          1            $773.00            $773.00 
           IBM X3650 QUADCORE 7979                                          1          $2,479.00          $2,479.00 
   148267  IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     3            $230.00            $690.00 
           IBM REDUNDANT POWER SUPPLY                                       1            $150.00            $150.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          1            $773.00            $773.00 
           IBM X3650 QUADCORE 7979                                          1          $2,479.00          $2,479.00 
   148283  IBM BLADE HS21 QUADCORE 5460                                     1          $3,625.00          $3,625.00 
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   148283  IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          1            $850.00            $850.00 
           INTEL QUAD CORE PROCESSOR MODEL 5460 UPGRADE                     1          $2,050.00          $2,050.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          1            $520.00            $520.00 
           8GB (2X4GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY KIT                     2            $900.00          $1,800.00 
   148284  IBM BLADE HS21 XM 7995 QUADCORE                                  3          $3,078.00          $9,234.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          3            $450.00          $1,350.00 
           PROCESSOR UPGRADE - QUAD-CORE E5345                              3          $1,495.00          $4,485.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBER CHANNEL EXPANSION                          3            $519.00          $1,557.00 
           4GB (2X2GB) PC2-5300 CL5 ECC DDR2 MEMORY KIT                    12            $269.00          $3,228.00 
   148287  BLADECENTER 2900W POWER SUPPLIES 3 & 4                           1            $840.00            $840.00 
           BLADECENTER 4-PORT GIGABIT ETHERNET SWITCH                       2          $1,825.00          $3,650.00 
           IBM - TRANSCEIVER MODULE -SFP FIBER CHANNEL 4 PACK               4            $100.00            $400.00 
           IBM - 2.8M 200-240V, TRIPLE 16A IEC 320-C20                      2             $89.00            $178.00 
           IBM BLADECENTER H CHASIS                                         1          $2,964.00          $2,964.00 
           IBM DISTRIBUTED POWER INTERCONNECT ENTERPRISE PDU                2          $1,150.00          $2,300.00 
           IBM QLOGIC 20 PORT FIBER CHANNEL SWITCH                          2          $9,500.00         $19,000.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 9X5X4 ON-SITE EXTENDED WARRANTY                   1          $1,260.00          $1,260.00 
   148320  BELL & HOWELL SIDEKICK 1200 DUPLEX SCANNER                      20            $894.00         $17,880.00 
   148326  LEXMARK C534DN COLOR LASER PRINTER                              20            $633.00         $12,660.00 
           LEXMARK 550-SHEET MEDIA DRAWER & TRAY                           20            $274.00          $5,480.00 
   148339  LEXMARK E450DN MONO LASER PRINTER, ETHERNET,DUPLEX              13            $547.00          $7,111.00 
           LEXMARK T640N MONO NETWORK LASER PRINTER,                        7            $419.00          $2,933.00 
           LEXMARK 250-SHEET DUPLEX UNIT FOR T640                           7            $268.00          $1,876.00 
           LEXMARK 250-SHEET MEDIA DRAWER FOR E SERIES(450DN)               4             $80.00            $320.00 
           LEXMARK 500-SHEET MEDIA DRAWER/TRAY FOR T640                     7            $239.00          $1,673.00 
   148473  NEC MULTISYNC 22" WIDESCREEN FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                  2            $339.29            $678.58 
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   148546  NEC-MOUNTING KIT FOR LCD 32" TO 60" WALL MOUNT                   2            $113.00            $226.00 
   148594  NEC MULTISYNC 22" WIDESCREEN FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                  1            $372.00            $372.00 
   148595  LEXMARK E250DN - LASER PRINTER,DUPLEX,ETHERNET                   3            $229.00            $229.00 
   148678  NORTEL ERS4548GT-PWR ETHERNET SWITCH                            22          $3,918.00         $86,196.00 
   148843  LEXMARK E250DN - LASER PRINTER,DUPLEX,ETHERNET                   3            $229.00            $458.00 
   148884  DA-LITE COSMOPOLITAN ELECTROL PROJECTION SCREEN                  1            $655.00            $655.00 
           INFRARED WIRELESS REMOTE - SINGLE MOTOR LVC                      1            $269.00            $269.00 
           STANDARD LASER POINTER - RED                                     1             $32.00             $32.00 
           WHITE FLOATING MOUNTING BRACKET                                  1             $78.00             $78.00 
   149057  MATROX QID LOW-PROFILE PCIE - GRAPHICS ADAPTER                   5            $751.00          $3,755.00 
   149067  E-SEEK MODEL 200 BAR CODE READER                                 2            $360.00            $720.00 
           E-SEEK USB SMART CABLE FOR M200                                  2             $50.00            $100.00 
   149114  ETHERNET ROUTING SWITCH 4548GT-PWR WITH 48                       1          $3,918.00          $3,918.00 
           GIGABIT EN -1000BASE-SX                                          4            $193.00            $772.00 
           NORTEL ETHERNET ROUTING SWITCH 4524GT                            1          $1,677.00          $1,677.00 
   149242  IBM - PCI-X RISER CARD X3650                                     3            $176.00            $528.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     3            $230.00            $690.00 
           IBM REDUNDANT POWER SUPPLY                                       1            $150.00            $150.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          1            $773.00            $773.00 
           IBM X3650 QUADCORE 7979                                          1          $2,479.00          $2,479.00 
           PATTON -24 PORT T1/E1/PRI DIGITAL DOMAIN RAS                     1          $4,457.00          $4,457.00 
   149271  KINGSTON - FLASH MEM. CARD SD/512MB                              5              $9.00             $45.00 
   149279  LEXMARK C534DN COLOR LASER PRINTER                               1            $910.00            $910.00 
           LEXMARK ENVELOPE FEEDER FOR T640 (85 SHEET)                      3            $221.00            $663.00 
           LEXMARK E450DN MONO LASER PRINTER, ETHERNET,DUPLEX              16            $545.00          $8,720.00 
           LEXMARK T640N MONO NETWORK LASER PRINTER,                        3            $425.00          $1,275.00 
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   149279  LEXMARK 250-SHEET MEDIA DRAWER FOR E SERIES(450DN)               4             $80.00            $320.00 
           LEXMARK 500-SHEET MEDIA DRAWER AND TRAY                          3            $221.00            $663.00 
   149309  XEROX - HARD DRIVE - 40 GB - INTERNAL                            1            $415.00            $415.00 
           XEROX - TONER/DRUM CARTRIDGE - HIGH CAPACITY                     1            $522.00            $522.00 
           XEROX - 256MB DIMM UPGRADE                                       2            $555.00          $1,110.00 
           XEROX DUPLEX MODULE                                              1            $432.00            $432.00 
           XEROX PHASER 4510N - PRINTER - B/W - LASER                       1          $2,653.00          $2,653.00 
           XEROX 4510/N MICR 3 YR PRINTER HRDWRE MAINTENANCE                2            $471.00            $942.00 
                                           GAMBER JOHNSON LLC 
   144372  GAMBER-JOHNSON FLOOR BASE MOUNT-PASSENGER SIDE,                  1             $55.30             $55.30 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON FOUR MOTION ATTACHMENT                            1            $104.30            $104.30 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON SHORT SUPPORT BRACE                               1             $34.30             $34.30 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON UNIVERSAL COMPUTER MOUNT                          1            $191.80            $191.80 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON 8" QUICK ADJUST UPPER POLE FOR BASE               1             $72.80             $72.80 
                                           HEWLETT-PACKARD 
   142451  O&F-07-200.012-HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6320                 1          $1,153.00          $1,153.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             2            $270.00            $540.00 
   142480  HP OFFICEJET PRO L7580 MULTI. PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                  1            $269.00            $269.00 
   142548  HP LP2465 24" LCD WIDESCREEN FLAT PANEL MONITOR                  1            $615.00            $615.00 
   142713  HWY-08-508.028-HP DESIGNJET 4000 PLOTTER                         1          $8,096.00          $8,096.00 
   142894  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 86          $1,792.00          $5,376.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            64            $270.00          $1,620.00 
   142914  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 86          $1,792.00         $26,880.00 
           HP LP2065 20" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                           138            $365.00          $5,475.00 
   142915  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 86          $1,792.00         $23,296.00 
           HP LP2065 20" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                           138            $365.00          $4,745.00 
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   142917  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 86          $1,792.00         $43,008.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            64            $270.00         $12,960.00 
   142919  HP LP2065 20" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                           138            $365.00         $40,150.00 
   142938  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 86          $1,792.00          $5,376.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            64            $270.00          $1,620.00 
   142941  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 86          $1,792.00          $3,584.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            64            $270.00          $1,080.00 
   142942  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 86          $1,792.00          $1,792.00 
   142949  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 34          $1,792.00          $5,376.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            68            $270.00          $1,620.00 
   142950  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 34          $1,792.00         $21,504.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            68            $270.00          $6,480.00 
   142951  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 34          $1,792.00          $7,168.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            68            $270.00          $2,160.00 
   142952  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 34          $1,792.00         $16,128.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            68            $270.00          $4,860.00 
   142953  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 34          $1,792.00          $3,584.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            68            $270.00          $1,080.00 
   142954  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                 34          $1,792.00          $7,168.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            68            $270.00          $2,160.00 
   143058  HP COLOR LASERJET 3600N                                          1            $549.00            $549.00 
   143080  HP LP2065 20" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             2            $384.00            $768.00 
   143144  HP IPAQ HX2490 POCKET PC                                         1            $379.00            $379.00 
           256MB MINISD MEMORY CARD                                         1             $39.00             $39.00 
   143230  HP ADVANCED DOCKING STATION WITH SMART ADAPTER                   1            $229.00            $229.00 
           HP L1940T 19-INCH LCD FLAT PANEL MONITOR                         1            $212.00            $212.00 
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   143369  WSCA HP 1965 19"LCD FLAT PANEL MONITOR                           6            $270.00          $1,620.00 
           WSCA HP 2065 20"LCD FLAT PANEL MONITOR                           2            $365.00            $730.00 
   143374  HP ADVANCED DOCKING STATION WITH SMART ADAPTER                   1            $229.00            $229.00 
   143403  MICROTOWER, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600 2.4GHZ, 2GB MEM               6            $805.00          $4,830.00 
           HP DESKJET 6940DT PRINTER                                        1            $119.00            $119.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                 6            $270.00          $1,620.00 
   143407  HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                 5            $270.00          $1,350.00 
           MICROTOWER, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600 2.4GHZ, 2GB MEM               5            $805.00          $4,025.00 
   143456  HP DC5700 MT - INTEL CORE2 DUO E6600(2.4GHZ),                  189            $805.00          $4,830.00 
           HP LP2065 20" LCD FLAT PANEL MONITOR                            10            $365.00          $3,650.00 
   143471  HP DESKJET 6940DT PRINTER                                       92            $119.00          $3,808.00 
           HP DC5700 MT - INTEL CORE2 DUO E6600(2.4GHZ),                  189            $805.00         $25,760.00 
   143473  HP DESKJET 6940DT PRINTER                                       92            $119.00          $4,760.00 
           HP DC5700 MT - INTEL CORE2 DUO E6600(2.4GHZ),                  189            $805.00         $32,200.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                               130            $270.00         $10,800.00 
   143476  HP DESKJET 6940DT PRINTER                                       92            $119.00          $2,380.00 
           HP DESKJET 2800 PRINTER                                         20            $461.00          $9,220.00 
           HP DC5700 MT - INTEL CORE2 DUO E6600(2.4GHZ),                  189            $805.00         $33,005.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                               130            $270.00         $11,070.00 
   143483  HP DC5700 MT - INTEL CORE2 DUO E6600(2.4GHZ),                  189            $805.00         $16,100.00 
   143484  HP DC5700 MT - INTEL CORE2 DUO E6600(2.4GHZ),                  189            $805.00          $6,440.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                               130            $270.00          $2,160.00 
   143485  HP DC5700 MT - INTEL CORE2 DUO E6600(2.4GHZ),                  189            $805.00         $24,150.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                               130            $270.00          $8,100.00 
   143486  HP DC5700 MT - INTEL CORE2 DUO E6600(2.4GHZ),                  189            $805.00            $805.00 
   143500  HP DC5700 MT - INTEL CORE2 DUO E6600(2.4GHZ),                  189            $805.00          $8,855.00 
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   143533  HP DC5700MT, INTEL PENT. E2160, 1GB MEM, 80GB SATA               6            $420.00          $2,520.00 
           HP L1740 17" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                  6            $175.00          $1,050.00 
   143611  HP NOTEBOOK 7610B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM               12          $1,300.00         $15,600.00 
           HP 9X5 NEXT-BUSINESS-DAY ON-SITE COVERAGE, 3YR.                 12            $140.00          $1,680.00 
           HP BASIC CARRY CASE                                             12             $23.00            $276.00 
   143614  HP DC5700MT, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600 2.4GHZ                      19            $775.00          $8,525.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                14            $270.00          $2,970.00 
   143618  HP DC5700MT, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600 2.4GHZ                      19            $775.00          $1,550.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                14            $270.00            $540.00 
   143619  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                  2          $1,792.00          $3,584.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             4            $270.00          $1,080.00 
   143632  HP DC5700MT, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600 2.4GHZ                      19            $775.00            $775.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                14            $270.00            $270.00 
   143634  HP DC5700MT, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600 2.4GHZ                      19            $775.00          $3,875.00 
   143635  HP DC5700MT, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600 2.4GHZ                      20            $775.00          $3,875.00 
   143680  HP NOTEBOOK 7610B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM               20            $975.00         $19,500.00 
   143812  HP DC5700MT, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600 2.4GHZ                      20            $775.00          $4,650.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                13            $270.00          $1,620.00 
   143813  HP DC5700MT, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600 2.4GHZ                      20            $775.00          $6,975.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                13            $270.00          $1,890.00 
   143889  HP BASIC CARRY CASE                                              2             $23.00             $46.00 
           HP NOTEBOOK 7610B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM,               2            $975.00          $1,950.00 
   143916  HP COLOR LASERJET 4700DN PRINTER-31PPM, DUPLEX,                  1          $1,475.00          $1,475.00 
           HP COLOR LASERJECT 500-SHEET PAPER FEEDER                        1            $256.00            $256.00 
   143981  HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6700 2.67 GHZ 4MB,                  1          $1,792.00          $1,792.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             2            $270.00            $540.00 
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   144138  HP 500-SHEET INPUT TRAY                                          1            $445.00            $445.00 
   144159  HP DESKJET 6940DT PRINTER                                       12            $119.00          $1,428.00 
   144168  HP DC5700MT, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600 2.4GHZ                       2            $775.00          $1,550.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             2            $270.00            $540.00 
   144210  HP IPAQ HX2490 POCKET PC                                         1            $316.00            $316.00 
   144260  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM               43            $975.00         $41,925.00 
           HP DOCKING STATION WITH SMART ADAPTER                           43            $125.00          $5,375.00 
           HP LP1965 19" LCD FLAT PANEL MONITOR                            43            $270.00         $11,610.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD/MOUSE BUNDLE                                    43             $25.00          $1,075.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                          43             $83.00          $3,569.00 
   144261  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM               39            $975.00         $38,025.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                          39             $83.00          $3,237.00 
   144262  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM               46            $975.00         $44,850.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                          46             $83.00          $3,818.00 
   144265  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                9            $975.00          $8,775.00 
           HP DOCKING STATION WITH SMART ADAPTER                            9            $125.00          $1,125.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD/MOUSE BUNDLE                                     9            $125.00          $1,125.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                           9             $83.00            $747.00 
   144292  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                7            $975.00          $6,825.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                           7             $83.00            $581.00 
   144294  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                7            $975.00          $6,825.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                           7             $83.00            $581.00 
   144295  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                1            $975.00            $975.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                           1             $83.00             $83.00 
   144302  HP NOTEBOOK 2510P, CORE2 DUO U7600/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                3          $1,531.50          $4,594.50 
   144341  HP DESKJET 450/460 COMPACT CARRYING CASE                         2             $43.00             $43.00 
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   144341  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                1            $975.00            $975.00 
           HP BASIC CARRY CASE                                              1             $23.00             $23.00 
           HP DOCKING STATION WITH SMART ADAPTER                            1            $125.00            $125.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD/MOUSE BUNDLE                                     1             $25.00             $25.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                           1             $83.00             $83.00 
   144352  HP DESKJET 450/460 COMPACT CARRYING CASE                         2             $43.00             $43.00 
           HP DESKJET 460C COLOR INKJET PORTABLE PRINTER                    2            $221.00            $221.00 
           HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                1            $975.00            $975.00 
           HP BASIC CARRY CASE                                              1             $23.00             $23.00 
           HP DOCKING STATION WITH SMART ADAPTER                            1            $125.00            $125.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             1            $270.00            $270.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD/MOUSE BUNDLE                                     1             $25.00             $25.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                           1             $83.00             $83.00 
   144354  HP BASIC CARRY CASE                                              1             $23.00             $23.00 
           HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                1            $975.00            $975.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                           1             $83.00             $83.00 
   144356  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                1            $975.00            $975.00 
           HP BASIC CARRY CASE                                              1             $23.00             $23.00 
           HP DOCKING STATION WITH SMART ADAPTER                            1            $125.00            $125.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD/MOUSE BUNDLE                                     1             $25.00             $25.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                           1             $83.00             $83.00 
   144357  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                5            $975.00          $4,875.00 
           HP BASIC CARRY CASE                                              5             $23.00            $115.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                           5             $83.00            $415.00 
   144370  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                2            $975.00          $1,950.00 
           HP BASIC CARRY CASE                                              2             $23.00             $46.00 
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   144372  HP TABLET PC TETHER/ERASER PEN                                   1             $41.00             $41.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR ADAPTER                                       1             $83.00             $83.00 
   144374  HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7300/2 GHZ, 2GB RAM                1            $975.00            $975.00 
           HP BASIC CARRY CASE                                              1             $23.00             $23.00 
   144406  HP COLOR LASERJET 5550DTN PRINTER                                1          $4,061.00          $4,061.00 
   144443  HP DOCKING STATION WITH SMART ADAPTER                           15            $125.00          $1,875.00 
           HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7100 GHZ, 2GB RAM                 15            $975.00         $14,625.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                          15             $83.00          $1,245.00 
   144541  HP OFFICEJET PRO L7680 MULTIFUNCTION PRT/FAX/COPY/               1            $339.00            $339.00 
   144829  HP IPAQ HX2490 POCKET PC                                         1            $316.00            $316.00 
   144838  HP DESKJET 2800 PRINTER                                          1            $461.00            $461.00 
           HP DESKJET 6940DT PRINTER                                        1            $119.00            $119.00 
   145924  HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             4            $270.00            $810.00 
   145926  HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             4            $270.00            $270.00 
   147130  HP IPAQ HX2490 POCKET PC                                         2            $316.00            $632.00 
   147159  HP SCANJET 7650 FLAT BED SCANNER                                 2            $418.00            $836.00 
   147489  HP OFFICEJET PRO L7680 COLOR ALL-IN-ONE                          1            $366.00            $366.00 
   147849  HP DOCKING STATION WITH SMART ADAPTER                           10            $125.00          $1,250.00 
           HP NOTEBOOK 6710B, CORE2 DUO T7100 GHZ, 2GB RAM                 25            $975.00         $24,375.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD/MOUSE BUNDLE                                    10             $25.00            $250.00 
           HP 65W AC/AUTO/AIR COMBO SMART ADAPTER                          25             $83.00          $2,075.00 
   148616  HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                 1            $270.00            $270.00 
   148824  HP OFFICEJET PRO L7680 MULTIFUNCTION PRT/FAX/COPY/               3            $349.00          $1,047.00 
   149052  HP DC5800,INTEL CORE 2 QUAD Q6600, 2GB MEM, 160GB                2            $860.00          $1,720.00 
   149057  HP OFFICEJET PRO L7680 COLOR MULTIFUNCTION                       1            $366.00            $366.00 
           HP XW4600, INTEL CORE 2 DUO Q6600 2.4 GHZ 8MB,                   5          $1,589.00          $7,945.00 
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   149271  HP IPAQ HX2490C  POCKET PC                                       5            $356.00          $1,780.00 
                                           INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC 
   147695  HP OFFICEJET PRO L7680 COLOR ALL-IN-ONE                          1            $299.99            $299.99 
   148068  CANON PIXMA IP90V PORTABLE PRINTER                               4            $210.99            $843.96 
   148288  EPSON EXPRESSION 100000XL PHOTO SCANNER                          1          $2,554.99          $2,554.99 
                                           L-TRON CORPORATION 
   149101  HONEYWELL 4600RP USB CONVENIENCE KIT:                          325            $304.50         $98,962.50 
                                           L-1 IDENTITY SOLUTIONS OPERATING COMPANY 
   148737  ELO 17" FLAT PANEL TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY                         130            $750.00         $97,500.00 
           APC BACKUPS LS900VA                                             18            $139.00          $2,502.00 
           HP DC7800 SERIES INTEGRATED WORK CENTER STAND                  130            $165.00         $21,450.00 
           HP DC7800 ULTRA-SLIM BUSINESS DESKTOP                          130            $790.00        $102,700.00 
           HP XW4600 WORKSTATION                                           18          $1,060.00         $19,080.00 
           HP 20" L2045W WIDESCREEN FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                     18            $284.00          $5,112.00 
           VIISAGE AUTO TEST SOFTWARE & IMPLEMENTATION SVCS                 1        $275,235.50        $275,235.50 
                                           LEXMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
   142493  LEXMARK E450DN - MONO LASER PRINTER,10/100,DUPLEX                1            $233.00            $233.00 
                                           MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SERVICE 
   145421  HARDWARE REFRESH FOR NETMRI ENTERPRISE DELL 1U APP               1          $4,999.00          $4,999.00 
   149128  RIVERBED BRAND - STEELHEAD APPLIANCE 1020                        2         $10,745.70         $21,491.40 
           RIVERBED BRAND -STEELHEAD APPLIANCE 520                          1          $7,735.70          $7,735.70 
                                           NEC DISPLAY SOLUTIONS OF AMERICA INC 
   148546  NEC MULTISYNC BUS. SERIES 40" LCD DISPLAY                        2          $1,104.00          $2,208.00 
   149052  NEC MULTISYNC BUS. SERIES 40" LCD DISPLAY                        2          $1,104.00          $2,208.00 
           NEC-MOUNTING KIT FOR LCD 32" TO 60" WALL MOUNT                   2            $119.00            $238.00 
   149057  NEC MULTISYNC BUS. SERIES 40" LCD DISPLAY                        6          $1,104.00          $6,624.00 
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   149057  NEC-MOUNTING KIT FOR LCD 32" TO 60" WALL MOUNT                   6            $119.00            $714.00 
                                           QWEST 
   146341  MUX FOR CARS 511 CALL CENTER                                     1          $4,658.56          $4,658.56 
                                           SIEMENS BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 
   146346  FARGO DTC550 CARD PRINTER/ENCODER                                1          $4,000.00          $4,000.00 
                                           SURFACE SYSTEMS INC 
   141671  HWY-508.014-RWIS WEATHER STATION INCLUDING ALL                   1         $39,956.24         $39,956.24 
   143757  STANDARD RWIS WEATHER STATION INCLUDING ALL                      1         $56,077.46         $56,077.46 
           STANDARD RWIS WEATHER STATION INCLUDING ALL                      1         $59,835.66         $59,835.66 
   144434  STANDARD RWIS WEATHER STATION INCLUDING ALL                      1         $56,554.58         $56,554.58 
   147200  RWIS ELITE UPGRADE FOR STANDARD SIZE ENCLOSURE,                 10          $6,450.00         $64,500.00 
   148663  INSTALLATION & COMMISSIONING OF NEW WIVIS OR                    19            $450.00          $8,550.00 
   148664  INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING OF NEW PTZ CAMERA                 2            $600.00          $1,200.00 
   148665  INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING OF NEW SIDE FIRE                 14            $900.00         $12,600.00 
                                           SYS-TEC CORPORATION 
   141743  BATTERY PACK                                                    16             $83.42          $1,334.72 
           PISTOL GRIPS                                                     4             $89.84            $359.36 
           SF51 BT SCANNER CORDLESS CHARGER AND PWR SUPPLY                 15            $455.88          $6,838.20 
           4 SLOT BATTERY CHARGER WITH POWER SUPPLY                         5            $327.91          $1,639.55 
           CABLE ADPT FOR CK RS232 FOR CURRENT SCANNER/CABLES               1             $70.91             $70.91 
           CK31 CRADLE/COMM. CHARGER  AND PWR SUPPLY                        1            $252.83            $252.83 
           CK31, LINEAR IMAGER, BT,802,11G,52 KEY 3270 TE2000              17          $1,741.18         $29,600.06 
           SF51 4 BAY CHARGER KIT                                           4            $215.51            $862.04 
                                           TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP 
   143206  GAMBER-JOHNSON CF-30 DOCKING STATION & HUB(NO RF)                6            $563.10          $3,378.60 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON FLOOR BASE MOUNT-PASSENGER SIDE,                  6             $42.32            $253.92 
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 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP 
   143206  GAMBER-JOHNSON LIGHT ASSEMBLY FOR NP-PANDOCK                     6             $53.04            $318.24 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON PANDOCK 5-YR WARRANTY (YR 4 & 5)                  6            $118.25            $709.50 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON SCREEN SUPPORT FOR NP-PANDOCK                     6             $26.25            $157.50 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON SHORT SUPPORT BRACE                               6             $26.25            $157.50 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON 8" QUICK ADJUST UPPER POLE FOR BASE               6             $55.71            $334.26 
   144164  GAMBER-JOHNSON CF-30 DOCKING STATION & HUB(NO RF)                9            $563.10          $5,067.90 
           FLAT FLOOR VERTICAL SURFACE BASE                                 9             $45.00            $405.00 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON FOUR MOTION ATTACHMENT                            9             $79.83            $718.47 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON LIGHT ASSEMBLY FOR NP-PANDOCK                     9             $53.04            $477.36 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON PANDOCK 5-YR WARRANTY (YR 4 & 5)                  9            $118.25          $1,064.25 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON SCREEN SUPPORT FOR NP-PANDOCK                     9             $26.25            $236.25 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON SHORT SUPPORT BRACE                               9             $26.25            $236.25 
           GAMBER-JOHNSON 8" QUICK ADJUST UPPER POLE FOR BASE               9             $55.71            $501.39 
           13" LOWER TUBE ASSEMBLY                                          9             $26.25            $236.25 
                                           TOUGH SOLUTIONS INC 
   144164  PANASONIC TOUGHBOOK 30 TOUCHSCREEN LAPTOP                        9          $3,819.61         $34,376.49 
           ADDITIONAL 1GB MEMORY UPGRADE FOR CF-30                          9            $110.00            $990.00 
           DVD-MULTI DRIVE FOR CF-30                                        9            $467.00          $4,203.00 
           2-YR WARRANTY EXTENSION (YR4 & 5)                                9            $410.00          $3,690.00 
           DESKTOP PORT REPLICATOR FOR CF-30                                9            $233.00          $2,097.00 
   144428  PANASONIC CF-30 TOUGHBOOK TOUCHSCREEN LAPTOP                     5          $3,819.61         $19,098.05 
           CARRY CASE FOR CF-30                                             5             $70.11            $350.55 
           DVD-MULTI DRIVE FODR CF-30                                       5            $467.00          $2,335.00 
           PANASONIC 13.3" LCD PROTECTOR FILM                               5             $79.00            $395.00 
           STYLUS PEN FOR CF-30                                             5             $40.00            $200.00 
           1GB MEMORY UPGRADE FOR CF-30                                     5            $110.00            $550.00 
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 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           TOUGH SOLUTIONS INC 
   147122  PANASONIC TOUGHBOOK 30 TOUCHSCREEN LAPTOP                        1          $3,819.61          $3,819.61 
           ADDITIONAL 1GB MEMORY UPGRADE FOR CF-30                          1            $110.00            $110.00 
           DESKTOP PORT REPLICATOR FOR CF-30                                1            $260.00            $260.00 
           DVD-MULTI DRIVE FOR CF-30                                        1            $467.00            $467.00 
           2-YR WARRANTY EXTENSION (YR4 & 5)                                1            $410.00            $410.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP. 
                                                                        9,303                         $2,680,310.30 
 
                                                                                                     $18,395,838.92 
 
